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FOREWARD
The dissertation from which this contribution originates was written as five chapters plus a sixth
conclusion chapter. The original dissertation Chapters 1-3 and Chapter 6 are included in this contribution as
Chapters 1-4. Chapter 1 is the introduction. Chapters 2 and 3 provide a discussion of the stratigraphic and structural
observations pertinent to interpretation of the map and cross sections of Plates 1 and 2. Dissertation Chapters 4 and
5 have been or will be published separately from this contribution and are not included here:
Chapter4:

Constraints on the steep field gradient along the western margin of the Acadian metamorphic
high in south-central Massachusetts (two papers in preparation)

Chapter 5:

Progressive evolution from uplift to orogen-parallel transport in a Late-Acadian, upper
amphibolite- to gi'anulite-facies shear zone, south-central Massachusetts (Peterson and
Robinson, 1993)

Dissertation Chapter 6 (Chapter 4 of this contribution) is a presentation of the general conclusions of this
investigation. The abstract and conclusions presented in this contribution incorporate interpretations related to the
dissertation as a whole.
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ABSTRACT
The Conant Brook shear zone, identified along the Bronson Hill anticlinorium - Merrimack synclinorium
booodary in south-central Massachusetts, coincides with the west margin of the granulite-facies metamorphic high.
This kilometer-wide shear zone deforms pelitic schists of the Silurian Rangeley Formation, is bounded on the west
by the Ordovician Monson Gneiss, and truncates major Acadian structural features and intrusive bodies along its
margins.
Sillimanite, quartz, and feldspar lineations define two directions of transport during shearing in this zone, with a
progressive change from earlier backfold-stage, reverse dip-slip motion to later dome-stage, dextral strike-slip
motion, parallel to the orogen. Fabric relations observed in this zone have led to a model for regional development
of orogen-parallel lineations. Minerals in the peak metamorphic assemblage, garnet-sillimanite-orthoclase-biotite,
are deformed during both shearing events, suggesting that both took place after the peak of metamorphism. The
apparent activity of prism slip in quartz -during both phases of shearing indicate relatively high temperature
deformation,>600°C.
The eastward transition to granulite fades, characterized by the addition of cordierite to the above peak
assemblage, coincides with the eastern margin of the shear zone. Samples from the shear zone and from the
granulite-facies region show some differences in garnet and biotite chemistry, but no consistent difference in
estimated temperatures of peak metamorphism. Diffusion modelling and mineral textures indicate that peak
conditions, estimated at 750°C at 6.0 kbar, are relatively robust. Mineral zoning textures from granulite-facies rocks
and those from the shear zone are very similar and indicate relatively dry conditions after the metamorphic peak. The
chemical potential of water (µHzO) appears to be higher in assemblages within the shear zone than in cordieritebearing assemblages to the east. This implies that a low µHzO helped to stabilize cordierite in the granulite-facies
assemblages and that high µHzO either contributed to or resulted from focused high strain within the shear zone.
The Quabbin Park fault was identified by a discontinuity in isograds, west of the shear zone, and may be the result of
late- or post-metamorphic faulting.
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"The layers of the schist wrap around (the feldspars) so that they seem like pebbles. Many of them are
surrounded by a border of sugary white granular feldspar, caused by the crushing of the border of the
mass, and the granular material is drawn out into the tails of the limpid feldspar in the red-brown
schist. They are unstrained and have grown like potatoes in a hill where the schist was relieved of
pressure during folding, and some of the adjacent schist seems to retain traces of ripple marks."
--Emerson, 1917
CHAPIBR 1
INTRODUCTION
Major fault boundaries and shear zones are important in the development of orogenic belts. They may
represent major terrane boundaries or simply zones of focused strain within terranes. In recent years, new techniques
in fabric and strain analysis (Berthe and others, 1979; Ramsay and Huber, 1983; Simpson and Schmid, 1983; Lister
and Snoke, 1984; Passchier and Simpson, 1986; Hanmer and Passchier, 1991) have advanced our ability to
understand the kinematic history of these zones (Crittenden and others, 1980; Goldstein, 1982; 1989; Law, 1986;
1987; Law and others, 1986; Hanmer, 1988). Kinematic analyses in combination with study of mineral
composition and metamorphic textures have made it possible to determine the timing and conditions of movement,
and the relationship of defolillation to metamorphic fabric (Vernon, 1977; Bouchez and Pecher, 1981; Selverstone,
1985; 1988; Mohan and others, 1989; Reavy, 1989).
The importance of faulting and shearing in the metamorphic history of the Acadian Orogeny in central New
England has been recognized (Peper and others, 1975; Pease, 1982; Thompson, 1985; Finkelstein, 1987; Elbert,
1988; Robinson and others, 1988; Berry, 1989; Robinson and others, 1991), but few detailed kinematic studies have
yet been undertaken. In south-central Massachusetts, a kilometer-wide shear zone follows the eastern contact of the
Monson Gneiss (Figure 1.1). Up to 7 kilometers of stratified and intrusive rocks, exposed in the Ware area to the
north (Field, 1975; Zen and others, 1983), are thinned into this one-kilometer zone by extreme attenuation or
truncation of units. Strain, produced by at least two phases of movement following the peak of metamorphism, is
mainly partitioned into schists that reflect upper amphibolite to granulite-facies peak-metamorphic conditions.
Isograds in this area are arrayed in an apparently steep field gradient along the western margin of the granulite-facies
metamorphic high in southern Massachusetts (Figure 1.2).
The purpose of this dissertation is to characterize the shear zone and the nature of related deformation, to
determine the distribution of metamorphic isograds and the character of metamorphism in this area, and to relate
these observations to the tectonic development of the Acadian Orogeny in New England. This type of detailed
integrated study adds to our understanding of the structural, metamorphic and tectonic history of the region during the
Acadian orogeny. It also provides a better understanding of deformation processes at high metamorphic grades, the
influence of high strain on the character of high grade metamorphic facies and the underlying tectonic processes.
Location
The mapping and sample collecting for this investigation took place in the eastern parts of the Palmer and
Monson 7 1/2' quadrangles in south-central Massachusetts (Figure 1.1). The map area includes parts of the southern
Massachusetts towns of Palmer, Monson, Brimfield, and Ware and is transected by the Massachusetts Turnpike. As
is the case in much of New England, the map area offers tracts of excellent bedrock exposure separated by regions of
moderate to thick glacial cover. The presence of numerous long-lived sand and gravel pits in the towns of Palmer
and Monson (Plates 1 and 2) attest to the industry of Pleistocene glaciers and proglacial streams in depositing
sediments in this area Among the important areas of good or excellent bedrock exposure are the area south of Bacon
Street in the Palmer quadrangle (Plate 1), the NNE-trending set of hills in the Monson quadrangle (Plate 2) that
includes East Hill and North and South Nichols Mountain, and the cross-strike exposures in the Conant Brook Dam
spillway (Plate 2). The Conant Brook Dam is a flood control dam, so that the level of water shown on the map is
the maximum reservoir elevation. In reality, there is very little water filling the reservoir beyond the banks of the
Conant Brook.
Tectonic Setting
The Appalachian Mountains were formed by the closure of the Iapetus Ocean and consequent assembly of
the supercontinent, Pangea, during the Paleozoic. This was accomplished by successive collisions of Laurentia
(North America) with three other crustal plates; the Bronson Hill magmatic arc, amalgamated Avalonia and Baltica,
and Africa (Hatcher, 1989; McKerrow and others, 1991). In New England, this closure and assembly is recognized in
1

Figure 1.1. Location map of central Massachusetts and adjacent states, based on Zen and others (1983), showing
major geologic features and areas of previous mapping pertinent to this study including the Monadnock area
(Thompson, 1985), the Mount Grace area (Robinson and others, 1988), the Ware area (Field, 1975), the Barre Area
(Tucker, 1977), the Brimfield-Sturbridge area (Berry, 1989) and the Bernardston-Hinsdale area (Elbert, 1988). The
Royalston area (not shown) (Springston, 1990) links the Monadnock and Mount Grace areas. Quadrangle boundaries
shown with dashed outlines are: P = Palmer (Peper, 1976), M =Monson (Peper, 1977), WN =Warren (Pomeroy,
1977),.WL =Wales (Seiders, 1976). (See also Peper and others (1975) for synthesis of these quadrangles.) The
area covered by Plates 1 and 2, shown as the map area, makes up the eastern part of the Palmer and Monson
quadrangles. Labeled fold and thrust nappes are: N.O.B =North Orange band of Monson Gneiss; B.H.T. =Brennan
Hill thrust; C.P.T. = Chesham Pond thrust. Labeled synclines are: GH =Great Hill syncline; PS= Prescott
syncline; GS = Greenwich syncline. The horizontally ruled area is the Conant Brook shear zone.
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Figure 1.2. Map showing the distribution of metamorphic zones I - VI in central Massachusetts (after Robinson and
others, 1986). Heavy dashed lines mark the zone boundaries and the outlines of some major geologic features are
shown for reference to other figures. Metamorphic grade increases from Zone I (middle Amphibolite facies) to Zone
VI (granulite facies), defined on the basis of assemblages in pelitic schists: I - kyanite (or andalusite) + staurolite; II
- sillimanite + staurolite; III - sillimanite +muscovite; IV - sillimanite +muscovite+ K-feldspar; V - sillimanite +
K-feldspar; VI - sillimanite + K-feldspar +garnet+ cordierite.
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three major orogenic events; the Late Ordovician Taconian orogeny, the Devonian Acadian orogeny, and the Late
Paleozoic Alleghenian orogeny (Hatcher, 1989).
The Taconian orogeny was produced by closure of an ocean basin of uncertain size, along an east-dipping
subduction zone, as a magmatic arc, the Bronson Hill arc in New England, collided with North America (Robinson
and Hall, 1980; Stanley and Ratcliffe, 1985). Ordovician volcanic and plutonic rocks of arc affinity in the Bronson
Hill anticlinorium (Figure 1.3) are thought to be remnants of this magmatic arc (Schumacher, 1983; 1988; Tucker
and Robinson, 1990). Following the Taconian orogeny, Silurian sediments were deposited unconformably on these
volcanic rocks in a thin shelf sequence exposed mainly in the Bronson Hill anticlinorium and Connecticut Valley
synclinorium and a thicker sedimentary trough sequence exposed to the east in the Merrimack synclinorium (Figure
1.3) (Hatch and Stanley, 1988). Devonian turbidites and deltaic complexes with an eastern source are the youngest
stratified rocks exposed within the Merrimack belt (Hall and others, 1976).
The nature of the crust upon which the thick Silurian-Devonian sediments of the Merrimack synclinorium
were deposited is controversial. Arguments against significant oceanic crust beneath this sedimentary basin include
scarcity of ophiolite fragments and the similarities in age and rock type between basement rocks of the Bronson Hill
anticlinorium and the Avalon basement east of the Merrimack synclinorium (Robinson and Hall, 1980; Hall and
Robinson, 1982; Lyons and others, 1982; Ludman, 1986) (Figure 1.3). However, recent paleomagnetic,
paleoclimatic, and biogeographic reconstructions suggest that a only a small part of the Iapetus Ocean closed during
the Taconian orogeny and the majority oflapetus closed during the Acadian orogeny (Van der Voo, 1988; McKerrow
and others, 1991).
In any case, closure of this sedimentary (oceanic) basin produced the structural and metamorphic features
associated with the Acadian orogeny. Rocks affected by the Acadian orogeny cover a broad area in maritime Canada
and Maine, but the width of the exposed orogen lessens to the south and is quite narrow in central Massachusetts and
eastern Connecticut (see Williams, 1978). Furthermore, rocks in the south (ie: Massachusetts and Connecticut)
expose deeper levels of the orogen and are more intensely deformed and metamorphosed.
In the Appalachians, the Alleghenian orogeny represents the final assembly of the supercontinent Pangea
and closure of the Rheic Ocean at the end of the Paleozoic (Hatcher, 1989; McKerrow and others, 1991).
Alleghenian dextral, strike-slip motion is common on major faults throughout the Appalachians (Mosher, 1983;
Gates and others, 1986; Goldstein, 1989; Hatcher, 1989), perhaps suggesting a very oblique collision. In New
England, effects of this orogeny are strongest in the southeast, particularly in Rhode Island (Mosher, 1983).
Alleghenian effects are more difficult to evaluate in central New England, where they overprint strong Acadian
metamorphic and structural fabrics.
Geologic Setting
The striking southward attenuation and/or truncation of rock units and of structural grain along the eastern
margin of the Monson Gneiss (Zen and others, 1983) (Figure 1.1) in south central Massachusetts is focused into a
kilometer-wide zone of high shear strain. This shear zone, which will be referred to here as the Conant Brook shear
zone (CBSZ) lies along the eastern margin of the Bronson Hill anticlinorium and along the western margin of the
Merrimack synclinorium (Figure 1.3). In order to evaluate the regional and tectonic significance of the Conant
Brook shear zone, it is important to understand the stratigraphic, structural and metamorphic character of the zone and
the similarities and differences in these characteristics across it.
The Bronson Hill belt consists of Late Proterozoic and Late Ordovician basement gneisses overlain by a
Late Ordovician - Early Devonian cover sequence. The basement gneisses are exposed in a series of generally
elongate, north-south trending domes (Figure 1.3). Microcline gneisses, quartzites, schists, and amphibolites of the
Late Proterozoic Dry Hill Gneiss and Poplar Mountain gneiss (Figure 1.4) form the core of the Pelham Dome, the
largest of these domes in Massachusetts (Figure 1.1) (Robinson, 1963; Ashenden, 1973; Hodgkins, 1985). The Dry
Hill Gneiss has yielded a primary igneous zircon age of 613 ±3 Ma. (Tucker and Robinson, 1990). These rocks are
similar in age and appearance to Avalonian basement gneisses and related rocks exposed east of the Nashoba terrane
in Massachusetts and Rhode Island and in the cores of the Willimantic and Selden Neck domes in Connecticut
(Gromet, 1989; Tucker and Robinson, 1990) (Figure 1.3). A series of Late Ordovician gneisses, including the
Monson Gneiss, Fourmile Gneiss, Swanzey Gneiss, Glastonbury Gneiss and Pauchaug Gneiss in Massachusetts and
southern New Hampshire, form the cores of the other domes in the Bronson Hill anticlinorium and overlie the Late
Proterozoic rocks in the core of the Pelham dome (Figure 1.4). These are identical to the Oliverian magmatic suite
(Billings, 1937; 1956; Naylor, 1969) in New Hampshire. These gneisses are interpreted to have formed an intrusive
part of the Late Ordovician magmatic arc that collided with North America during the Taconian Orogeny (Hollocher,
1988; Tucker and Robinson, 1990).
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Figure 1.3. Outline map of southern New England showing major tectonic features (after Robinson and Hall, 1980;
Hall and Robinson, 1982). The approximate extent of major Acadian tectonostratigraphic features, the Connecticut
Valley synclinorium, Bronson Hill anticlinorium, and Merrimack synclinorium is shown along the top of the figure.
Lyons and others (1982) have proposed division of the Merrimack synclinorium into a western belt, the KearsargeCentral Maine synclinorium, and an eastern belt, the Merrimack group. Dashed outline indicates the map area of
this study.
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Figure 1.4. Stratigraphic column for the Bronson Hill belt (Bronson Hill anticlinorium) and the Merrimack belt
(Merrimack synclinorium) in central Massachusetts and New Hampshire (from Robinson and others, 1991;
Thompson, 1985). The Merrimack belt is divided into a more proximal sequence described in the Monadnock area
(Thompson, 1985) and a more distal sequence characteristic of central New Hampshire (Hatch and others, 1983;
Duke, 1984).
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At the base of the cover sequence in the Bronson Hill anticlinorium are the Late Ordovician Ammonoosuc
Volcanics and Partridge Formation (Figure 1.4). The Ammonoosuc Volcanics have a detailed internal stratigraphy of
dominantly mafic volcanics at the base and dominantly felsic volcanics at the top (Schumacher, 1983; 1988). The
Partridge Formation, is predominantly a metamorphosed sulfidic black shale with a lesser component of mafic and
felsic volcanics (Hollocher, 1985). Geochemically, the volcanics in both units have a tholeiitic island arc affinity,
distinct from the underlying gneisses (Schumacher, 1983; 1988; Hollocher, 1985). Field relations are not
compatible with an intrusive relationship between the two and suggest that the Ammonoosuc volcanics lie
unconformably on the underlying gneisses. Recent U-Pb ages of zircons in rhyolites from the upper part of the
Ammonoosuc Volcanics and from the lower part of the Partridge Formation are 453 ±2 Ma and 449 +3/-2 Ma,
respectively. U-Pb ages of zircons in the Monson Gneiss lie between 454 +3/-2 Ma and 442 ±2 Ma. (Tucker and
Robinson, 1990). These ages suggest that the Ammonoosuc and Partridge "cover" rocks are essentially coeval with
or older than the underlying Monson ''basement" (Tucker and Robinson, 1990), making interpretation of the contact
between them as an unconformity unlikely. Based on these ages, Robinson and others (1989) and Tucker and
Robinson (1990) have suggested that the Monson-"cover" contact may be an extensional detachment fault formed in
the late stages of development of the volcanic arc or early in the Acadian orogeny, however, at this time, no other
field relations specifically support this idea.
The Silurian-Devonian sequence in the Bronson Hill belt (Figure 1.4), above the Partridge Formation, was
initially described by Billings (1937, 1956) in the Littleton, N.H. area, where some of the units are fossiliferous. In
this belt (Figure 1.3), the Silurian sequence, which unconformably overlies the Ordovician sequence (Billings, 1937;
Robinson, 1963; Thompson and others, 1968), includes the Early Silurian (Late Llandoverian) Clough Quartzite
(Boucot and others, 1958; Boucot and Thompson, 1963) and the Late Silurian-Earliest Devonian (LudlovianLochkovian) Fitch Formation (Billings and Cleaves, 1934; Berry and Boucot, 1970; Harris and others, 1983; Elbert
and others, 1988). The Clough Quartzite is a distinctive clean quartzite and quartz-pebble conglomerate and the Fitch
formation is comprised of biotite-plagioclase and calc-silicate granulites and marbles. Both units appear to have been
deposited in a shelf-type environment and both are discontinuous, suggesting post-depositional erosion (Thompson
and others, 1968; Robinson and others, 1991).
The Silurian rocks in the Merrimack belt represent a thick elastic sequence deposited in a trough to the east
of the Bronson Hill shelf sequence. The rather abrupt transition from Bronson Hill shelf deposits to the thick elastic
wedge of the Merrimack belt has been described as a "tectonic hinge" (Boone and others, 1970; Moench, 1973; Hatch
and others, 1983; Thompson, 1985). There are no fossils preserved or dateable units within the Merrimack belt in
Massachusetts. Thus, the stratigraphic section defined for this region is based on correlations with lower grade rocks
along strike in northwestern and central Maine, where there is some fossil control (Moench and Boudette, 1970;
Robinson and others, 1982a; Hatch and others, 1983; Thompson, 1985). At the base of the section in the
Merrimack belt are gray- and rusty-weathering feldspathic schists of the Lower Silurian Rangeley Formation. These
are overlain in succession by the thinly layered schists and quartzites of the Perry Mountain Formation, the
pyrrhotite-rich calc-silicates or sulfide-rich schists of the Francestown and Smalls Falls Formations, respectively, and
the granulites and calc-silicates of the Upper Silurian Warner/Madrid Formations (Figure 1.4) (Hatch and others,
1983; Thompson, 1985; Berry, 1989; Robinson and others, 1991).
The Lower Devonian Littleton Formation overlies the Silurian sequence in both the Bronson Hill and
Merrimack belts (Figure 1.4). It is composed of metamorphosed interbedded quartz-rich sandstones and graphitic
shales, which are fossiliferous in western New Hampshire (Billings and Cleaves, 1934; Boucot and Arndt, 1960).
The Littleton Formation is interpreted to represent the earliest elastic deposits or "flysch" derived from the eastern
lands that collided with North America in the Devonian during the Acadian Orogeny (Hall and others, 1976; Hatch
and others, 1988).
The intense deformation and high grade metammphism observed in central Massachusetts is thought to be
primarily a product of Acadian orogenesis (e.g .. Robinson and others, 1986). Acadian metamorphic ages obtained
across central Massachusetts include U-Pb monazite ages of 367±3 Ma for schists from the Pelham Dome
(Robinson and Tucker, 1991), 350±3 Ma for schists from the Greenwich syncline (Tucker, personal
communication), and=== 362-369 Ma. for schists from the Brimfield-Sturbridge area (Thomson and others, 1992).
Recent work by Wintsch (1985) and Wintsch and Sutter (1986) in coastal Connecticut, by O'Hara and Gromet
(1985), Getty and Gromet (1988) and Gromet (1989) in Rhode Island and east-central Connecticut, and by Goldstein
and Owens (1985) and Goldstein (1989) in east-central Massachusetts indicates that there is significant Alleghenian
movement along fault surfaces as far west as the Lake Char-Bloody Bluff-Honey Hill faults along the eastern and
southern edge of the Merrimack synclinorium (Figure 1.3). In addition, Getty and Gromet (1991; 1992) fmd
evidence for Alleghenian metamorphism and deformation in the Willimantic Dome in Connecticut (Figure 1.3).
Recent U-PB monazite and sphene metamorphic ages and zircon ages from pegmatites in the western part of the
Bronson Hill anticlinorium (Figure 1.1) suggest that there is also localized Late Paleozoic metamorphism and
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deformation in that area (Gromet and Robinson, 1990; Tucker and Robinson, 1991; Robinson and Tucker, 1991).
This Late Paleozoic overprint does not appear to affect the area of this study.
The Acadian deformation of these rocks in central Massachusetts and southwest New Hampshire has been
divided into three main stages: the nappe stage, backfold stage, and dome stage (Figure 1.5) (Robinson, 1979;
Robinson and Hall, 1980; Hall and Robinson, 1982; Robinson and others, 1982a). An early stage of west-directed
fold nappes is well documented in the distinctive rocks of the Bronson Hill anticlinorium (Thompson and others,
1968) and observed in map pattern and locally in minor folds throughout central Massachusetts (Field, 1975; Tucker,
1977; Robinson, 1979; Robinson and others, 1982a; Zen and others, 1983).
Thompson's (1985) re-interpretation of the Mount Monadnock stratigraphy, originally mapped by FowlerBillings (1949), allowed him to recognize two major thrust nappe surfaces, the Brennan Hill and Chesham Pond
thrusts, that truncate the earlier fold nappes. The western of these two, the Brennan Hill thrust, carries rocks of the
Monadnock sequence of the Merrimack belt (Figure 1.4) over those of the Bronson Hill sequence. The Brennan Hill
thrust has also been observed in the Royalston area (Springston, 1990) in the Mount Grace area (Robinson and
others, 1988; Robinson and others, 1991), and in the Hinsdale area (Elbert, 1988) (see also Robinson and others,
1991) (Figure 1.1). The Chesham Pond thrust juxtaposes rocks of the central New Hampshire sequence and
Monadnock sequence within the Merrimack Belt (Figure 1.4) (Thompson, 1985). Both thrusts appear to project
southward into the area covered by this study (Figure 1.1). Imbricate stacked thrusts observed in the BrimfieldSturbridge area (Figure 1.1), interpreted as part of a large scale duplex structure, may also have formed during this
thrust nappe stage (Berry, 1989).The complex backfold stage caused large-scale eastward overturning of these earlier
fold and thrust nappes (Field, 1975; Robinson, 1979; Thompson, 1985; Berry, 1989) and is responsible for the steep
west dips observed in south-central Massachusetts (Figure 1.5). Smaller scale structural features associated with
backfolding include east-west trending minor folds, strong east-west trending lineations and shear zones and
mylonites with a west-over-east sense of motion (Robinson, 1979; Peterson, 1984; Finkelstein, 1987; Berry, 1989).
Deformation during the dome stage was related to formation of gneiss domes of the Bronson Hill
anticlinorium and produced pervasive, generally north- and south-plunging minor folds throughout central
Massachusetts (Figure 1.5). A strong north-south trending linear fabric is parallel to the north-over-south transport
direction of sheath folds in the Pelham dome (Ashenden, 1973; Onasch, 1973; Robinson, 1979) and is associated
with pervasive shearing that has a consistent north-over-south fabric asymmetry (Reed and Williams, 1989). Some
of this pervasive shearing, particularly in the western part of the Bronson Hill anticlinorium is a result of Late
Paleozoic deformation (Gromet and Robinson, 1990; Robinson and Tucker, 1991).
The ductile fabrics observed in central Massachusetts are related to an intense, Acadian, syn-tectonic regional
metamorphism (Robinson and others, 1982b; 1986, 1989). The distribution of metamorphic isograds is shown in
Figure 1.2. As presently understood, Zone I is late Paleozoic and is overprinted on an older Acadian pattern that is
poorly understood, whereas Zones II - VI appear to be strictly Acadian. Rocks in the Bronson Hill anticlinorium and
Merrimack synclinorium appear to have followed different Acadian P-T paths (Figure 1.6) (Schumacher and others,
1989). In the Bronson Hill anticlinorium, near the Keene dome (Figure 1.1) in zone II, compression during heating
was followed by decompressional cooling (Figure 1.6). This contrasts with the "counterclockwise" path observed in
the Merrimack synclinorium of south-central Massachusetts (Schumacher and others, 1989; Robinson and others,
1989). Evidence for early low pressure heating in the Merrimack synclinorium includes the widespread occurrence of
sillimanite pseudomorphs after andalusite (Robinson and others, 1982b; 1986; 1989) and the occurrence of Fe-rich
cordierite pegmatites in south-central Massachusetts (Tracy and Dietsch, 1982; Thomson, 1989). Peak metamorphic
conditions in the granulite facies rocks of Zone VI (Figure 1.2) are estimated at 670°-760° C and 6.1-6.4 kbar (Tracy
and others, 1976; Robinson and others, 1982b; Thomson, 1989). Compression during cooling is indicated by
temperatures and pressures of 550° C and 7-8 kbar obtained from a mylonite recrystallized after attainment of peak
metamorphic thermal conditions (Robinson and others, 1986; 1989) and by the retrograde breakdown of cordierite to
garnet+biotite+sillimanite. Recent work by Schumacher and Schumacher (1991) suggests that rocks from the
Greenwich syncline in central Massachusetts followed a retrograde path similar to that shown for the Keene dome
area of the Bronson Hill anticlinorium in Figure 1.6.
Important constraints on timing of development of structural and metamorphic fabrics in the high grade
rocks of central Massachusetts have been determined from work in the Brimfield-Sturbridge area (Figure 1.1) (Berry,
1989). In the working model proposed by Berry (1989) and Robinson and others (1989), early high temperature - ,
low pressure metamorphism was followed by large scale westward material transport in fold and thrust nappes.
Tonalite intrusions in the Brimfield-Sturbridge area cut across these thrusts. Peale thermal metamorphism followed
intrusion of these tonalites, but preceded complex backfold stage deformation. The backfold stage included
development of mylonites and may have been accompanied by increasing pressure conditions. Dome-stage
deformation produced the prevalent north-south trending linear fabric and minor folds observed in the area.
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Figure 1.5. Cartoon showing the three main stages of Acadian deformation in the Bronson Hill and
Merrimack belts of central Massachusetts (from Hall and Robinson, 1982). a) Nappe stage - westward transport of
fold and thrust nappes. b) Backfold stage - eastward backfolding. c) Dome stage - formation of domes in the
Bronson Hill anticlinorium. West and east are present-day geographic references.
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Figure 1.6. Cross correlation of P-T trajectories from central Massachusetts and southwestern New Hampshire by
tectonic stage of the Acadian orogeny (from Schumacher and others, 1989). Trajectory (A) is from the central
Bronson Hill anticlinorium in zone II near the Keene dome and trajectory (C) is from the Merrimack synclinorium in
zone VI, south-central Massachusetts. Thick ends of tie lines lie on trajectory A, thin ends on trajectory C.
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Local Geology and Previous Work
Based on this study, rocks from both the Bronson Hill and Merrimack belts were identified in the map area.
Thin belts of the Ammonoosuc Volcanics and Partridge Formation of the Bronson Hill belt are observed along the
east margin of the Monson Gneiss in the southern part of the map area (Figure 1.7). The dominant pelitic schists,
east of the Monson Gneiss appear to correlate with rocks of the Rangeley Formation observed elsewhere in the
Merrimack belt of Massachusetts and southern New Hampshire (Figure 1.7).
A number of Acadian intrusions are also present within the map area and are deformed along the eastern
margin of the Conant Brook shear zone (Figures 1.1and1.7). These include the Hardwick pluton (Shearer, 1985),
the Gneiss of Ragged Hill (Field, 1975), the Coys Hill pluton (Field, 1975; Tucker, 1977; Thompson, 1985)
(Figure 1.1), and the diorite at West Warren (referenced here as the West Warren plutons) (Pomeroy, 1974). These
plutons were intruded relatively early in-the Acadian tectonic cycle.
Among the early bedrock studies in the map area was that by Emerson (1917), who mapped all of the
schists as part of the Brimfield Schist and identified the Monson granodiorite (Monson Gneiss), the Hardwick
Granite, and Coys Hill Granite. The first detailed bedrock maps of the Palmer and Monson quadrangles were
produced by Peper (1976; 1977). Peper's maps were used in the course of this investigation to help in finding
outcrops and to focus on important problems. In many cases, differences between the maps of Peper (1976; 1977)
and the maps produced by this investigation (Plates 1and2) are based on differences in concepts of stratigraphy,
structural interpretation, and structural style. In a few places, the contacts of Peper are copied directly in Plates 1 and
2. A major difference of interpretation between the maps of Peper (1976; 1977) and those presented here (Plates 1
and 2) is the abundance of late discrete, cross-cutting brittle faults shown by Peper and the near absence of these on
Plates 1 and 2. No field evidence was observed by this author that suggested the presence of these discrete (brittle?)
faults. Detailed mapping was done in the surrounding quadrangles by a number of workers, as indicated in Figure
1.1).
Based on mapping to the south in Connecticut, Peper and others (1975), Pease (1975) and Pease (1982)
have identified a fault along the eastern margin of the Monson Gneiss, referred to as the Bonemill Brook fault
(Figure 1.3) after an exposure in Bonemill Brook near Stafford, Connecticut. London (1988) has identified a ductile
high strain zone, the Cremation Hill fault zone, further south in Connecticut along strike from the Bonemill Brook
fault (Figure 1.3). The Conant Brook shear zone of this study appears to be the northern continuation of this zone
of focused strain. Pease (1982) and London (1988) suggest that the Bonemill Brook - Cremation Hill fault zone
forms a major terrane boundary in the New England Appalachians between the Bronson Hill and Merrimack belts.
Rodgers (1981) suggested that this zone was the locus of an early Acadian subduction zone that dipped west beneath
the Bronson Hill belt. Serious problems with interpretation of this high strain zone as a terrane boundary or
subduction zone/accretionary complex were pointed out by Robinson and Tucker (1982).
Methods
The objectives of this study were accomplished through mapping and field observation of rock types,
structures and mineral assemblages; petrographic and microstructural analysis of thin sections; petrologic analysis;
and integration of all these observations and interpretations. The maps and cross sections on Plates 1 and 2 are based
on field mapping in the eastern parts of the Monson and Palmer quadrangles at a scale of 1:25,000. For consistency
with previously published maps in the area and ease of base-map acquisition, these maps are reproduced in Plates 1
and 2 at a scale of 1:24,000. In areas of good bedrock exposure, some mapping was done at scales of 1: 12,500 and
1:6250. The results of these detailed maps are incorporated into Plates 1 and 2 and in one case displayed in separate
Figure 2.1. In the course of field work, observations were made regarding rock types, structural features, mineral
assemblages and the distribution of these features. Oriented samples were collected of representative and unusual
rocks throughout the area for fabric analysis, petrologic analysis, and general petrography. In some cases detailed
maps were made of single outcrops, primarily for evaluation of structural relationships. Field observations were
entered into a database program, SDATA, written by M. L. Williams. Interfacing of this program with commercial
programs for digitizing, plotting, and equal area net plotting greatly facilitated structural analysis and data analysis in
general.
Over 400 thin sections were made for the purposes of petrographic, microfabric, and/or petrologic analysis.
For the majority of samples, at least two thin sections were made, one parallel to lineation and perpendicular to
foliation and the second parallel to foliation. In some cases, a third section was cut perpendicular to lineation or
parallel to a second lineation in the sample. Multiple parallel thin sections were made in a few samples for more
detaileo study of structural fabrics. A was very useful for fabric study of thin sections. Fabric analysis was
facilitated by use of a Leitz Wild Macroscope with a zoom lens, available at the University of Massachusetts
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Figure 1.7. Bedrock geologic map of the Palmer and Monson quadrangles (see Figure 1.1) based on mapping of this
study and compilation from Peper (1976; 1977). Stratified Silurian-Devonian rocks of the Bronson Hill belt on this
map include the Silurian Gough Quartzite and the Devonian Littleton Formation in the Great Hill syncline. Those
of the Merrimack belt are primarily Silurian Rangeley Formation. Labeled units include: GG =Glastonbury· ·,:T
Gneiss; B = Belchertown pluton; H = Hardwick pluton; R = Gneiss of Ragged Hill; C = Coys Hill Granite; W = .
Diorite at West Warren. The two labeled synclines are: GH =Great Hill syncline; G =Greenwich syncline;,,_· :·
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Departtnent of Geology and Geography, and by detailed sketching of thin sections projected using a slide projector.
Measurements of quartz c-axis orientations were made using a Universal stage available at the University of
Massachusetts.
Samples of interest were examined for characterization of the metamorphism in the area. Mineral analyses
in a number of these samples were carried out using the 5-spectrometer JEOL 733 Superprobe (microprobe) at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York. Analyses were made on highly polished, carbon-coated
samples at 15 Kev, typically at a current of 20 nAmps, with variable beam width, depending on the phase of
interest. The empirical correction method of Bence and Albee (1968) was used to calculate weight percent oxides
from raw count statistics. Total analytical (microprobe) error, based on counting statistics, is typically 2-3 % (Kohn
and Spear, 1991). Management of microprobe data and thermobarometric calculations were facilitated by computer
programs written by M.L. Williams and by the author.
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CHAP1ER2
DESCRIPTION OF MAP UNITS
Introduction
The area mapped for this study (Plates I and 2, Figure 1.7) spans the boundary between two major Acadian
tectono-stratigraphic provinces, the Bronson Hill anticlinorium and the Merrimack synclinorium (see Figure I.I).
The stratigraphic sequence described for these two belts (Thompson, I985; Berry, I989; Robinson and others, I99I)
is shown in Figure I.4. Some units that make up the regional stratigraphic sequence in these two belts are absent in
the map area.
The western part of the map ar~ (Figures 1.1, 1.3 and 1.7, Plates I and 2) is underlain primarily by the
Monson Gneiss and rocks of the Bronson Hill sequence. A relatively complete Bronson Hill cover sequence is
present along the western margin of the main body of Monson Gneiss in the Great Hill and Prescott synclines
(Figure I. I). Ordovician cover rocks of the Ammonoosuc Volcanics and Partridge Formations are present in the
Greenwich syncline, which divides the main body of Monson Gneiss (Figures 1.1 and I. 7). Limited exposures of
the Ammonoosuc Volcanics and Partridge Formation are observed in the southern part of the map area along the
eastern margin of the Monson Gneiss (Figure 1.7, Plate 2). These are tentatively interpreted to represent the
southern extensions of the Prescott and Greenwich synclines (see below and Peterson, I992 - Chapter 4). Further
north, a thin belt of Partridge Formation schist is exposed along the eastern margin of the Monson Gneiss, west of
the thin North Orange band of Monson Gneiss (Field, I975; Robinson and others, I988) (Figure 1.1).
The dominant unit from the Merrimack belt interpreted to be present in the map area, east of the Monson
Gneiss is the Rangeley Formation. This might be juxtaposed against the Monson Gneiss by the Brennan Hill thrust
which projects south along the contact between them. A thin discontinuous belt of rocks, similar to the
Francestown Formation, is exposed in the Monson quadrangle (Plate I), separated from the Coys Hill Granite by a
belt of garnet-rich gray-weathering schist that tentatively correlates with rocks at the base of the Warner Formation.
The distribution of rock units in this area appears to be strongly controlled by Acadian deformation. The
Conant Brook shear zone lies primarily within in the belt of Rangeley Formation pelitic schists, just to the east of
the Monson Gneiss. The high strain within this zone appears to obscure original stratigraphic relations. The
intrusive bodies mapped in this area all appear to be attenuated along the eastern margin of this shear zone. In
addition, major structural features within the Monson Gneiss, such as the Greenwich syncline (Figure 1.7), also
appear to be truncated along the west boundary of the shear zone.
Bronson Hill Belt Stratigraphy
Monson Gneiss
The Monson Gneiss occupies an elongate body that extends from northern Massachusetts to southern
Connecticut (Figure I .3). It is one of a series of gneiss exposures that defines the trend of the Bronson Hill
anticlinorium and has been included in the Oliverian Magma series of Billings (1937, I956) (Thompson and others,
I968). The Monson Gneiss is predominantly felsic biotite- or hornblende-bearing tonalitic or granodioritic gniess
with a calc-alkaline chemistry similar to that observed in modem island arcs (Hollocher and Lent, I 987; Hollocher,
I987; Robinson and others, I989). Coarse- and fine-grained amphibolites are common and blocks or lenses of
ultramafic rocks, anorthosite, and rare quartzite and calc-silicate are present locally (Hollocher and Lent, I 987;
Robinson and others, I989). The Monson Gneiss varies in character from coarsely crystalline, massive intrusivelooking rock to finely layered exposures, suggestive of a volcanic sequence. The Monson Gneiss is chemically
distinct from overlying volcanic rocks in the "cover" and can also be distinguished from them using the mineralogy
of amphibolites (Hollocher and Lent, I987). Hollocher and Lent (1987) show that amphibolites in the Monson
Gneiss commonly contain the Ca-rich minerals, epidote, clinopyroxene, and titanite, which are rare in amphibolites
of the overlying Ammonoosuc and Partridge Formations. Conversely, the Fe-Mg rich phases, cummingtonite,
orthoamphibole, and garnet, common in amphibolites of the cover units are rare in the Monson Gneiss.
Distribution. The areas of Monson Gneiss pertinent to this study include the main body, the North Orange
band and the Creamery Hill band (Figure 1.1). The North Orange band of the Monson Gneiss (Robinson, I963) is
interpreted to be an early nappe-stage anticline that follows the eastern margin of the main body. The North Orange
band is either not exposed in the map area (Plates 1 and 2) or is terminated or truncated just to the north of the area
(Figure 1. I). It is also possible that the easternmost Monson Gneiss exposures in the area southwest of Bacon
Street (Plate I) represent the North Orange band, however, an intervening belt of Partridge schist between these rocks
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and the main body to the west was not found. The main body occupies the western part of the map on Plates 1 and
2 and is separated into two parts in this area by the Greenwich syncline (Figure 1.1).
Monson Gneiss east of the Greenwich syncline is best exposed in the Palmer quadrangle (Plate 1) in the
vicinity of Pattaquattic Hill and on the hill just east of Town Farm Road The very narrow southernmost exposure
of this belt is mapped just to the North of Munn Road in the Monson quadrangle (Plate 2). Some of the best
exposures west of the Greenwich syncline are in the Monson quadrangle (Plate 2) on Peck Hill and on the unnamed
hill in the town of South Monson. In the Palmer quadrangle (Plate 1) there are also good exposures of this belt on a
small hill, off a jeep trail, north of Warren Street. Good exposures of Monson Gneiss along its western margin are
found in both quadrangles. These are not covered on Plates 1and2, but will be discussed briefly below.
Rock Types. The variety of rock types present in the Monson Gneiss is most easily observed in traverses
across strike rather than along strike. Exposures in the vicinity of Pattaquattic Hill in the Palmer quadrangle (Plate
1) provide a good cross section of the belt east of the Greenwich syncline. This sequence is described below from
east to west and compared with other exposures from this belt
Tue area just east of Pattaquattic Hill and south of Bacon Street (Plate 1, Figure 2.1) provides excellent
exposures of rocks along the eastern margin of the Monson Gneiss, allowing the contact with cover rocks of the
Rangeley Formation to be located within 5 -10 meters. Near the contact, the gneiss is a strongly foliated,
dominantly felsic and distinctly interlayered with dark-colored amphibolite. These amphibolite layers are both
continuous and discontinuous, and range in thickness from approximately 1 mm to 20-30 cm. Both felsic and
amphibolite layers typically have an average grain size of 0.25 - 1.0 mm, however coarser amphiboles, up to 1 cm
long, are observed locally. Both types of layers have similar minerals, although in different proportions. Both
contain plagioclase (=An50), quartz, green-tan hornblende (Fe/(Fe+Mg) = 0.50-0.55), red-brown biotite, pale green
clinopyroxene, zircon, apatite, and magnetite. The felsic gneisses are dominated by plagioclase and quartz, with
minor biotite and lesser hornblende. The amphibolites are dominated by hornblende and plagioclase with minor
biotite, quartz, and locally sphene and allanite. Clinopyroxene is found intermixed with matrix hornblende in some
amphibolite layers or as relatively large, isolated grains in the felsic layers. In some samples it appears to be
rimmed locally by hornblende. Although garnet is rare in the Monson Gneiss in general (Hollocher and Lent, 1987),
it is common in both felsic and amphibolite layers in this area, dramatically increasing in abundance near the
contact. Away from the contact, garnets are tiny, averaging 0.25 - 0.75 mm in diameter, however, near the contact
the gneiss is locally speckled with garnets up to 5 cm in diameter. In detail these garnets are commonly poikilitic
and range from anhedral to subhedral.
Abundant tight to isoclinal folds are evident in these layers and pervasive in this region adjacent to the
contact. In most samples from this area, the minerals show evidence of intense deformation. Plagioclase and quartz
are finely recrystallized, with irregular sutured grain boundaries and undulose extinction. Some plagioclase grains
also contain deformation twins. Hornblende grains are typically finely recrystallized along their rims and some larger
grains show irregular extinction. Although the rocks are extensively recrystallized during deformation (see also
Peterson and Robinson, 1993), they do not show the strongly asymmetric fabrics typical in the cover rocks just to
the east.
Moving west from the contact, the next major belt of gneiss is exposed on the hill just northeast of the
main summit of Pattaquattic Hill (Plate 1). This region is dominated by a medium- to coarse-grained, relatively
uniform hornblende gneiss with an average grain diameter of about 1.0 - 5.0 mm. The rock is primarily made up of
green-brown hornblende and plagioclase, with lesser magnetite, brown biotite and quartz. Subtle layering in this
rock is locally characterized by changing magnetite abundance. In some places, quartz-feldspar-rich, melt-like
patches, several centimeters long, are stretched-out parallel to foliation. These patches are commonly rimmed by
coarse hornblende and may contain coarse grains of pale green clinopyroxene, very similar in appearance to those
observed in the layered rocks to the east. A few interlayers of felsic gneiss, up to several meters thick, are observed
in this belt of dominantly hornblende gneisses. These felsic gneisses are very light in color with streaky biotite
patches or very fine-grained green hornblende and brown biotite, minor magnetite, and small, very resorbed-looking
or rounded garnet grains. In general, these rocks appear to have been relatively uniformly sheared, however,
amphibolites with annealed textures are more common in this area than in outcrops of the gneiss, adjacent to the
eastern contact. Folding is rarely observed in these outcrops.
The western slope of the hill and the main summits of Pattaquattic Hill are dominated by felsic gneisses
with fairly thin amphibolite interlayers. An exception is an apparently amphibolite-rich zone on the summit. These
rocks are plagioclase-quartz-biotite-magnetite gneisses with locally abundant hornblende. Rare garnet occurs as tiny
euhedra. The rocks appear to be strongly recrystallized, with a well developed stretching lineation defined by aligned
hornblende, mica and stretched quartz and feldspar. Tight folds are observed where layering is well developed.
Locally, these rocks are similar in appearance to the belt of Monson gneiss observed near the contact, but with
slightly less amphibolite and fewer garnets. Scattered exposures of Monson Gneiss near the contacts with the
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Figure 2.1. Detailed map of area in northeast part of the Palmer quadrangle (Plate 1) south of Bacon Street showing
location of bedrock outcrop control. Different patterns are used for different rock types. Mapping in this area was
done on a scale of 1:6250. The outcrop noted with an asterisk contains the fold for which data is plotted in Figure

3.7.
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Ammonoosuc and Partridge of the Greenwich syncline and south of Pattaquattic Hill (Plate 1) are very similar to the
exposures on Pattaquattic Hill.
The outcrops of Monson Gneiss, along its eastern contact, on the hill east of Town Farm Road and north of
Beebe Road (Plate 2 - Monson quadrangle) are dominantly felsic gneisses with interlayered amphibolites, much like
the rocks near the same contact in the northern part of the Palmer quadrangle (Plate 1 - described above). One
difference is that the abundant garnet present in the Monson Gneiss near the contact to the north is not observed in
this area, although exposures are not so plentiful. On the south knob of this hill, a 5 cm thick, garnet-rich calcsilicate/coticule is interlayered with felsic gniess and dark amphibolite. This calc-silicate is equigranular and
dominated by anorthite and orange 'spongy' looking or 'branch-like' grossular-almandine-andradite garnets. Minor
phases include pleochroic, green Al-rich hedenbergite, ilmenite and magnetite, commonly enclosed in garnet, epidote
and titanite, which locally rim garnet and oxides. A few relatively large, extremely zoned allanite grains are also
present Quartz is rare or absent.
The southernmost extent of the Monson Gneiss west of the Greenwich syncline is very narrow and is
exposed in a few outcrops near Conant Brook Reservoir (Plate 2). The rocks in these outcrops contain thinly layered
felsic gneiss and amphibolite that are locally tightly folded.
The eastern part of the Monson Gneiss west of the Greenwich syncline is very heterogeneous. On Peck
Hill in the Monson quadrangle (Plate 2), it is characterized by felsic gneiss and amphibolite, interlayered on a scale
of centimeters to meters. The felsic component is dominant near the contact with the Ammonoosuc volcanics and
appears to generally decrease westward. The felsic gneiss is variable in character, ranging from sheared feldspathic
pegmatite, dominated by olive-brown biotite, with small garnets and thin mafic layers to medium- to fine-grained,
weakly foliated, plagioclase gneiss with olive-brown biotite, magnetite, ilmenite, and tiny euhedral garnets and a
strongly annealed texture. The amphibolites in this area display a broad range of textures from fine- to relatively
coarse-grained and from strongly foliated with a dynamic texture to weakly foliated and annealed. These amphibolites
typically contain blue-green to green hornblende, plagioclase, epidote, brown or olive-brown biotite, quartz, allanite,
titanite, apatite, magnetite and possibly ilmenite, and locally contain pale-green clinopyroxene.
Exposures of the Monson Gneiss on the hill in South Monson (Plate 2) are similar to those on Peck Hill,
but perhaps more strongly layered. These outcrops are dominated by felsic gneiss with layers and boudins of
amphibolite and are locally very strongly sheared. Exposures in the Palmer quadrangle (Plate 1) along the west
margin of the Greenwich syncline are dominantly a light gray, sheared, plagioclase-quartz-biotite gneiss, locally
folded with thin, interlayered amphibolites. In the central part of the belt west of the Greenwich syncline, the lightto medium-gray, strongly foliated, plagioclase-quartz-biotite±magnetite gneisses contain few amphibolites (see also
Peper, 1976; 1977). Amphibolites increase in abundance near the western contact with the Ammonoosuc Volcanics,
where they are locally thinly interlayered with felsic gneiss. Both felsic gneisses and amphibolites near this contact
are highly sheared, extremely heterogeneous in character, and locally tightly or chaotically folded. One sample of
Monson Gneiss, that was collected within centimeters of its western contact with strongly retrograded Ammonoosuc
Volcanics, contains garnet, blue-green hornblende, red-brown biotite, plagioclase, quartz, epidote, quartz, magnetite,
and ilmenite.
Deformed pegmatites, common throughout the Monson Gneiss of this region, are variable in texture and
composition. Some of these contain little or no K-feldspar and distinctive pink plagioclase. K.T. Hollocher
(personal communication) has suggested that the pink color of these plagioclase grains from Monson pegmatites at
other localities is caused by fine hematite inclusions. In many cases, evidence for high shear strain is found within
pegmatites in the Monson Gneiss. In some places this produces extreme strain gradients from coarse pegmatite to
ultramylonite over a distance of a few centimeters.
Derivation and Age. The detailed layering in the Monson Gneiss led earlier workers to suggest that it was a
metamorphosed interlayered volcanic sequence with a minor intrusive component (Robinson, 1963; Thompson and
others, 1968). More recent field, petrographic, and geochemical studies by Hollocher and Robinson (Hollocher,
1987; 1988; Hollocher and Lent, 1987; Robinson and others, 1989) indicate that the Monson Gneiss represents a
calc-alkaline intrusive complex predominantly of tonalite and diorite with minor volcanics and other mafic and
ultramafic intrusives. They suggest that much of the layering observed in the gneiss is produced by severe
deformation. Robinson and others (1989) also suggest that the Monson Gneiss may represent the calc-alkaline
plutonic root zone of a volcanic arc that collided with North America during the Taconian Orogeny. Zircon ages
recently obtained from the Monson Gneiss indicate a Late Ordovician emplacement age ranging from 454 +3/-2 to
442 +3/-2 Ma. (Tucker and Robinson, 1990).
Ammonoosuc Volcanics
Overlying the Late Ordovician gneisses in the cores of domes in the Bronson Hill Anticlinorium (Figures
1.1 and 1.4) are a series of mafic and felsic gneisses assigned to the Ammonoosuc Volcanics of Massachusetts and
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western New Hampshire (Billings, 1937; 1956; Robinson, 1963; 1967a; Schumacher, 1988; 1983) and the
Middletown Formation in Connecticut (Lundgren and others, 1971). The Ammonoosuc Volcanics were first
described by Billings (1937) in the Littleton-Moosilauke area, New Hampshire. In Massachusetts, a complex
internal stratigraphy has been recognized (Hadley, 1949; Robinson, 1963; 1967a; Schumacher, 1983; 1988). The
Moosehorn Conglomerate Member (Schumacher, 1988), a quartzite and quartz-pebble conglomerate, is fowid locally
at the base of the formation along the contact with Monson Gneiss. The mafic Lower Member contains
amphibolites, various felsic gneisses, and minor aluminous schists and calcareous layers (Schumacher, 1988).
Cummingtonite and orthoamphibole are common in this member (Schumacher, 1988) and rare in the underlying
Monson Gneiss (Hollocher and Lent, 1987). A Garnet-Amphibole-Magnetite Quartzite Member (Schumacher, 1988)
is locally fowid at the contact between the mafic Lower Member and the felsic Upper Member. Quartz-feldsparbiotite gneisses, muscovite-rich schists and aluminous gneisses and minor amphibolite comprise the felsic Upper
Member (Schumacher, 1988).
The nature of the contact of the Ammonoosuc Volcanics with the widerlying Monson Gneiss (or related
Late Ordovician gneisses) is controversial. Leo (1980; 1985) and Leo and others (1984) suggested that these
gneisses intrude the Ammonoosuc Volcanics. In contrast, Schumacher (1988) suggested that the continuity of
detailed stratigraphy above the Monson Gneiss, the lack of inclusions of Ammonoosuc-like rocks in the Monson
Gneiss, and the presence of the Moosehom Conglomerate along the sharp Monson-Ammonoosuc contact argue that
this contact is an unconformity (see also Robinson 1967a; 1981) rather than an intrusive contact. A precise zircon
age on the Ammonoosuc Volcanics of 453 ±2 Ma. is overlapped by the best age determinations for the Monson
Gneiss, between 454 +3/-2 and 442 +3/-2 Ma. (Tucker and Robinson, 1990). These ages might argue against
interpretation of this contact as an unconformity. A possible interpretation of the Ammonoosuc-Monson contact is
that it is a major detachment surface produced either as the Late Ordovician arc was forming, or during Devonian
Acadian deformation (Tucker and Robinson, 1990).
Distribution. There are only a few exposures of rocks interpreted to be Ammonoosuc Volcanics in the map
area (Plates 1and2). In the Palmer quadrangle (Plate 1), thin discontinuous belts of Ammonoosuc Volcanics are
present along both limbs of the Greenwich syncline. A few outcrops are also observed along the eastern margin of
the Monson Gneiss in the Monson quadrangle, along Cedar Swamp Road at the east base of Peck Hill and in Conant
Brook.
Rock: Types. In all of these exposures, felsic and mafic gneisses of the Ammonoosuc Volcanics are
distinguished from those of the Monson Gneiss primarily by the presence of orthoamphibole or cummingtonite.
Thin discontinuous belts along the limbs of the Greenwich syncline (Plate 1) are dominantly mafic gneisses with
minor felsic interlayers and probably represent the mafic Lower Member. The mafic gneisses commonly contain
sprays of coarse brown gedrite and garnet is locally abundant. They also contain plagioclase, quartz, brown-tan
biotite and oxides. Chlorite, interpreted to be a late retrograde or alteration product, is locally abundant. In one
place, a garnet-rich lens or coticule with lesser amounts of quartz, orthoamphibole, brown biotite, and plagioclase,
was found in these mafic gneisses. The felsic gneisses are very similar in appearance to the adjacent Monson
Gneiss, but they contain medium- to fine-grained brown gedrite and typically display a yellow-weathering surface.
On the hill south of Warren Street and west of Mason Street (Plate 1), the presence of Ammonoosuc Volcanics may
be indicated by the presence of a bedded coticule, less than a meter thick, found along the contact between the
Monson Gneiss and Partridge Formation. This coticule contains garnet-rich layers with variable amounts of
hornblende and quartzite, locally rich in diopside.
A variety of rock types are exposed within the Ammonoosuc Volcanics along the east margin of the
Monson Gneiss on the eastern slope of Peck Hill. In most places a felsic gneiss, dominated by quartz and
plagioclase with minor biotite, cummingtonite or gedrite, is found within the Ammonoosuc Volcanics along its
contact with Monson Gneiss. This felsic gneiss is interlayered with mafic gneisses that vary from coarse
orthoamphibole-dominated gneiss to hornblende-dominated gneisses with fine orthoamphibole. In a few places, near
the contact, it also contains thin interlayers of amphibolite that are mineralogically similar to those observed in the
Monson Gneiss. These contain blue-green hornblende, epidote, and allanite. This suggests that there may be fine
interlayering of the Monson Gneiss and Ammonoosuc Volcanics along this contact. The easternmost exposures of
Ammonoosuc Volcanics on Peck Hill contain a very sheared felsic gneiss, dominated by quartz and plagioclase, with
red-brown and green biotite, K-feldspar, muscovite, sillimanite, and minor oxides. The southernmost exposures of
the Ammonoosuc Volcanics are mafic gneisses, dominated by coarse sprays (up to several centimeters long) of dark
brown gOOrite. These are in a finer-grained matrix of quartz, sillimanite, cordierite, biotite, staurolite, ilmenite,
rutile, and sulfides. This exposure of coarse gedrite-rich rock was initially mapped as a separate hornblende-cordierite
amphibolite member (Omoc) of the Monson Gneiss by Peper (1977). A similar, coarse-grained gedrite-rich rock is
exposed·along strike to the north in Conant Brook (Plate 2).
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Correlation and Derivation. The few exposures described above are correlated with the Ammonoosuc
Volcanics on the basis of stratigraphic position and mineral assemblages. They all occur along the contact with the
Monson Gneiss, consistent with the position of the Ammonoosuc Volcanics in the Bronson Hill sequence of Figure
1.4. The presence, and in some cases abundance, of orthoamphibole or cummingtonite in these felsic gneisses is
also characteristic of the Ammonoosuc Volcanics (Schumacher, 1988; Hollocher and Lent, 1987). The internal
stratigraphy described for the Ammonoosuc in many places (Peper, 1967; Robinson, 1963; 1967a; Schumacher,
1983; 1988) was not observed in these exposures. The Ammonoosuc Volcanics are not exposed along the eastern
margin of the main body of Monson Gneiss, except in the Monson quadrangle (Peck Hill and Conant Brook - Plate
2). The Peck Hill exposures of Ammonoosuc Volcanics are separated from the main belt of Rangeley Formation to
the east by a thin belt of Monson Gneiss. Based on the geometric arrangement of these belts of rock as well as
petrologic and structural or tectonic considerations discussed in later sections, these southern exposures of
Ammonoosuc Volcanics are tentatively correlated with those in the Prescott syncline, mapped to the north along the
west margin of the Monson Gneiss.
Based on detailed petrographic and geochemical studies, Schumacher (1983; 1988) bas suggested that the
Ammonoosuc Volcanics represent a sequence of metamorphosed tholeiitic basalts, andesites, low-K dacites and
rbyolites that were erupted in an island-arc setting. He also indicated that high-temperature seawater alteration of
some of these basalts involved exchange of Mg for Ca to produce chlorite-rich greenstones. The primary mafic
phase produced by high-temperature metamorphism of these low-Ca rocks is gedrite.
Partridge Formation
Where the stratigraphic sequence is complete, the Partridge Formation overlies the Ammonoosuc Volcanics
and underlies the Silurian Clough Quartzite. It was first described by Billings (1937) near Littleton, New Hampshire
and bas been observed discontinuously along the Bronson Hill anticlinorium of western New Hampshire and central
Massachusetts (Billings, 1956; Robinson, 1963; 1967a; Hollocher, 1985). The Partridge Formation is typically a
rusty-weathering pyrrbotite schist with layers or lenses of amphibolite and minor felsic and intermediate volcanics,
calc-silicates and ultramafic rocks (Hollocher, 1985). The percentage of amphibolite is generally small, except in the
Greenwich syncline, where it makes up nearly a third of the rock (Hollocher, 1985). Correlation of the Partridge
Formation with graptolite-bearing black shales in the Boundary Mountain anticlinorium suggests a Caradocian age
(Harwood and Berry, 1967; Tucker and Robinson, 1990). A zircon age of 449 +3-2 Ma. for eruption of a rbyolite
within the Partridge Formation (Tucker and Robinson, 1990) is consistent with this correlation.
Distribution. The Partridge Formation exposures lie mostly within the Greenwich syncline. Most of these
exposures are in the Palmer quadrangle (Plate 1). The presence of a number of outcrops of Partridge-like rock in the
Monson quadrangle near Munn Road and in Conant Brook led to extension of the Greenwich syncline south to the
eastern margin of the Monson Gneiss. One outcrop of very rusty schist, east of the Ammonoosuc Volcanics
exposed on Peck Hill, may also represent the Partridge Formation.
Rock Txves. All exposures of Partridge Formation in this area are characterized by rusty-weathering
sulfidic schists with a lesser amount of volcanics. These volcanics are usually found in the form of layers, lenses or
pods of amphibolite, however felsic gneisses are observed locally. The schists typically contain quartz, plagioclase,
biotite, K-feldspar, sillimanite, garnet, and graphite and ilmenite. Weathering of pyrrbotite is responsible for the
rusty-weathering color (Hollocher, 1985). In many places, these schists are interlayered with quartz-feldspar
granulites (used in a textural sense), characterized by less abundant and finer-grained mica Relatively fme-grained
bornblende-plagioclase ampbibolites with minor red-brown biotite, quartz and oxides are ubiquitous. Coarser-grained
amphibolites, or garnet-bearing amphibolites are less common. Amphibolites in the southernmost exposures of
Partridge Formation in the Monson quadrangle (Plate 1) include very calcic plagioclase, hornblende, quartz, epidote,
and minor biotite, ilmenite and sulfides. In one sample, the amphibolite is separated from the surrounding sulfidic
schist by a several millimeter thick, cummingtonite-bearing, hornblende-absent zone.
Correlation and Derivation. The presence of amphibolite in these rusty-weathering schists and their
location, adjacent to the Ammonoosuc Volcanics or Monson Gneiss, supports their assignment to the Partridge
Formation. No other units in this region are characterized by the presence or abundance of amphibolites in pelitic
schists. The abundance of amphibolite in the southern exposures (Plate 2) is consistent with correlation of these
rocks with the Greenwich syncline (Hollocher, 1985). The protolith for the schist was a sulfidic, black shale
suggestive of a restricted marine basin. Black shales of this age are widespread throughout the Appalachians (eg:
Walloomsac, Martinsburg, Wissahickon ... ). Hollocher (1985) has shown that the mafic-dominated amphibolitesof
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the Partridge Formation were probably erupted in a tholeiitic island arc setting, with geochemical affinities similar to
those of the Ammonoosuc Volcanics (Hollocher, 1985).
Merrimack Belt Stratigraphy
The pelitic schists of the Merrimack belt, just to the east of the Monson Gneiss in south-central
Massachusetts, are typically highly deformed and reflect granulite- or near granulite-facies peak metamorphic
conditions. The high strain in these rocks tend to obscure stratigraphic relations. Although certain characteristics of
each unit in Figure 1.4 are typical of that unit, these characteristics are not mutually exclusive. In many cases,
correlation is dependent on identification of characteristic stratigraphic sequences. Berry (1989) used this method of
correlating stratigraphic sequences to identify repetition of the stratigraphic section and defme several early thrust
surfaces in the Sturbridge area (Figure 1.1).
In the pelitic schists just east of the Monson Gneiss (Plates 1 and 2), the rocks appear to have been
extremely attenuated during shearing deformation, so that characterization of any stratigraphic sequence requires areas
of very good outcrop control. In a few areas where cross-strike exposure was excellent, no recognizable or distinct
stratigraphic sequence was identified. Most of the pelitic schists have characteristics compatible with their
assignment to the Rangeley Formation. Some characteristics of the Rangeley Formation identified by Thompson
(1985) from rocks along strike to the north (Figure 1.1) include the following: general characterization of the rocks
as gray- or rusty-weathering feldspathic schists, the presence of sandy or conglomeratic layers or lenses, the presence
of calc-silicate layers or lenses, and the presence of quartz-feldspar-biotite granulites. Thompson (1985) and
Springston (1990) identified a subtle internal stratigraphy within the Rangeley, based largely on weathering character
(ie. gray- or rusty-weathering) and the local presence or absence of calc-silicates or sandy I conglomerate layers. It
was not possible to distinguish this internal stratigraphy in the rocks of this study, however, the rocks were broadly
divisible into gray-weathering graphitic and rusty-weathering sulfidic schists. A fairly fme interlayering of gray- and
rusty-weathering schists was mappable where outcrop exposures were very good (eg. Figure 2.1). Unfortunately, it
was impossible to know the scale of this interlayering where exposures are not so good.
In one area, a thin continuous belt of very rusty-weathering, sulfidic, graphitic schist and calc-silicate,
reminiscent of the Francestown Formation (Field, 1975), was mapped along strike for a few hundred meters in the
Monson quadrangle (Plate 2). This belt of Francestown-like rock has a very thin belt of Coys Hill Granite along
part of its contact and is separated from the main belt of Coys Hill Granite to the east by a thin belt of grayweathering schist with abundant big garnets, interpreted here as part of the Warner Formation.
Rangeley Formation
Four dominant "end-member" rock types make up the Rangeley Formation in this area. These include
medium-grained biotite-quartz-feldspar schists, very fine-grained biotite-rich schists, quartz-feldspar-biotite granulites,
and feldspathic quartzites. Granulite is used as a textural term here. In many cases the rocks observed in outcrop are
made up of interlayers of these "end-member" rock types. These four dominant rock types are not distinctly
separable over any significant mappable distance and all four are found in both rusty- and gray-weathering units.
Asymmetric lenses or stringers of disaggregated pegmatite, granite, or felsic gneiss are nearly ubiquitous in these
rocks. Cale-silicates are present in a high percentage of the outcrops observed in both units. Much less common are
conglomeratic or "gritty" layers or lenses.
The most common rock type is medium-grained schist. These schists typically have roughly equal parts of
biotite, quartz, and feldspar and an average matrix grain diameter of 0.5 - 0.8 mm. Rounded garnet porphyroclasts,
typically 1 - 2 mm in diameter, and coarse prismatic sillimanite, up to 5 mm long, are both abundant. Quartz
typically forms recrystallized ribbons, but is also present as a matrix phase. K-feldspar and plagioclase are both
present as matrix phases and as porphyroclasts. K-feldspar is commonly rimmed by myrmekitic intergrowths of
quartz and plagioclase. In many cases, K-feldspar - plagioclase aggregates form the cores of asymmetric pegmatite
lenses that are a major component of many of these schists. These schists are highly deformed with a strong linear
and planar fabric. Asymmetric tails or strain shadows on porphyroclasts of garnet or feldspar are common.
In the fme-grained, biotite-rich schists, biotite typically comprises as much as 50% of the rock. The
biotite-quartz-feldspar-oxide matrix in these rocks generally has an average grain diameter of 0.010 - 0.025 mm.
Garnet and feldspar porphyroclasts and coarse prismatic sillimanite are less abundant than in the coarser-grained
schists. Textures in some of the feldspar porphyroclasts suggest that they may be the remnants of disaggregated
pegmatite. Quartz forms thin isolated ribbons that are finely recrystallized and, in some places, chaotically folded.
The strain reflected by these fine-grained rocks appears to be generally higher than in the medium-grained schists.
Quartz-feldspar-biotite granulites are equigranular rocks, typically with an average matrix grain diameter of
0.20 - 0.50 mm. Biotite grains are less abundant and typically smaller than quartz and feldspar grains. In most of
these rocks, garnet is also abundant, but sillimanite is not. In most cases, these granulites are interlayered on a scale
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of centimeters with more biotite-rich schists, however, granulites may dominate whole outcrops, with thin, biotiterich laminae or layers only evident in thin section.
Of the four major rock types, feldspathic quartzites are the least abundant in this area. These form massive
quartz-rich layers in outcrops otherwise dominated by schist or granulite, or are thinly interlayered with schist. In
both cases, these quartzite layers coIDIDonly give the appearance of original bedding and in a few cases, some of these
beds appear graded. The "gritty" or conglomeratic lenses are really a subset of this rock type. These lenses are
comprised mainly of quartz grit, a few millimeters in diameter, and some slightly larger quartz pebbles. The location
of these "gritty" lenses are shown on the maps on Plates 1 and 2.
Cale-silicates are not volumetrically significant in the Rangeley Formation, but are very common as
isolated layers, pods or boudins. These calc-silicates are quartz-rich with abundant calcium-rich phases, including
calcic plagioclase, grossular-rich garnet, diopside, and hornblende, with quartz and minor biotite, allanite, apatite and
oxides. In outcrop they are characteristically pale gray or white with pink and green spots. In two places, pale
hornblende-calcic plagioclase-biotite-titanite-bearing amphibolite/calc-silicates were found as small pods or thin
layers within dominantly schistose rocks. In some cases, the less resistant nature of the calc-silicates, compared to
the surrounding rock, makes them useful for identifying folds or other structural features.
The typical mineral assemblage in the schists of the Rangeley Formation in this area includes quartz,
plagioclase, biotite, K-feldspar, garnet, sillimanite, graphite, ilmenite, apatite, zircon and/ormonazite, and
pyrrbotite. Cordierite is common in assemblages east of the zone V - zone VI boundary (see Peterson, 1992 Chapter 4). On the map of this area (Plates 1 and 2) the Rangeley Formation is separated into a gray-weathering
graphitic schist (Srg) and a rusty-weathering sulfidic schist (Srr). The rusty-weathering character varies from a redbrown color to a sulfidic yellow-orange-weathering color and is generally a product of weathering of pyrrhotite (Tracy
and Robinson, 1988). A difference in the abundance of pyrrbotite between gray- and rusty-weathering schists was
not established here, however, it was observed that garnet was generally less abundant in the rusty-weathering
schists. This is consistent with more abundant sulfides using up the ferrous iron that would otherwise make garnet
(Tracy and Robinson, 1988) and argues for more abundant pyrrhotite in the rusty-weathering schists.
Distribution. A large percentage of the exposures of Rangeley Formation in this area are highly deformed
within the Conant Brook shear zone (Figure 1.1). Its western boundary lies along the eastern contact of the Monson
Gneiss. Its eastern boundary is approximately coincident with the metamorphic zone VNI boundary (see Peterson,
1992 - Chapter 4). The Rangeley Formation within the shear zone is dominated by medium- to fine-grained
mylonitic schists with subordinate granulites and isolated lenses of quartz-rich "gritty" layers. Contacts between
rusty- and gray-weathering rocks were mapped in detail in areas of relatively dense outcrop control. Two areas with
the best outcrop control were the area south of Bacon Street and northeast of Pattaquattic Hill in the Palmer
quadrangle (Plate l, Figure 2.1) and the area surrounding the Conant Brook Reservoir in the Monson quadrangle
(Plate 2). In both of these areas where outcrops are relatively close together, it was possible to map thin interlayered
horizons of gray- and rusty-weathering schists.
In the northern of these two areas (Figure 2.1) it appears that the trend of these gray- and rusty-weathering
horizons may be slightly oblique to the trend of the shear zone, so that they are truncated or sheared off against the
eastern contact of Monson Gneiss. Contacts between the gray- and rusty-weathering belts are not sharp, and some
outcrops were transitional between the two belts with a slightly rusty- or red-weathering color. In this area of
excellent exposure, it was possible to determine that some of these layers are relatively continuous; others may form
discontinuous map-scale lenses. Similar thinly interlayered belts of gray- and rusty-weathering schists and granulites
are observed in the area of good outcrop to the north of Conant Brook Reservoir and on a few of the hilltops east of
East Hill Road (Plate 2). Unfortunately, it is nearly impossible to correlate along strike between layers mapped in
the Bacon Street area (Figure 2.1, Plate 1) and the Conant Brook Reservoir area (Plate 2).
In the intervening area between Bacon Street and Conant Brook, broad belts of rusty- and gray-weathering
pelitic schists and granulites are roughly defined across areas of relatively poor exposure. In general these belts seem
to have an oblique trend to the overall trend of the shear zone. This is analogous to observations made in the Bacon
Street area (Figure 2.1), where at least one of the belts appears to truncate against the Monson Gneiss. The
relatively low density of outcrop in parts of the area makes it difficult to determine whether these gray and rusty belts
are truly broad or if the thin interlayering of units observed in areas of more dense outcrop is characteristic of the
shear zone region as a whole.
Most feldspatbic quartzites and quartz-rich, bedded-looking rocks assigned to the Rangeley Formation are
found outside of the shear zone. A good example of this is the thin belt of rusty-weathering rock, dominated by
layered feldspathic quartzite and granulite, mapped in detail between the Ragged Hill Gneiss and the Coys Hill
Granite in the northeast Palmer quadrangle (Plate 1). Apparently well bedded horizons are also observed primarily
within rusty-weathering schists, east of the Coys Hill Granite in the Monson quadrangle (Plate 2). A few of these
exposures are gritty or conglomeratic and some are reminiscent of graded bedding. Exposures with the best ~'bedding"
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character are found in Foskett Mill Stream, a few hundred meters north of Dean Pond and on the top of Moulton Hill
(Plate 2). Possible graded beds in both locations suggest that the beds are right-side-up. A "gritty" to conglomeratic
lens was also found within a belt of gray-weathering schist in the area south of Bacon Street in the northeast Palmer
quadrangle (Plate 1).
Correlation and Deriyation. In the type locality in lower grade rocks in Maine, the Rangeley Formation
comprises a variety of rock types including, from bottom to top: A - metamorphosed polymict conglomerates and
feldspathic sandstones; B - rusty-weathering interbedded feldspathic quartzite, schist and minor polymict
conglomerate; C - metamorphosed quartz-pebble conglomerate, quartzite, schist and calc-silicate (Moench and
Boudette, 1970). No fossils are present in the type section, however the Llandoverian (Early Silurian) age is based
on correlation of the upper part of the type section with similar fossil-bearing rocks in Blanchard Pond, Maine
(Moench and Boudette, 1970) and with the fossiliferous rocks in the more distal Sangerville Formation in central
Maine (Ludrnan, 1976). Hatch and others (1983) correlated the elastic sequence of the Merrimack belt in central New
Hampshire with the Silurian-Early Devonian sequence in northwestern Maine that includes the Rangeley Formation.
Thompson (1985) extended this correlation to the Monadnock area in southern New Hampshire. There, the Rangeley
Formation includes gray-weathering schists, rusty-weathering sulfidic schists, quartz-feldspar-biotite granulites,
conglomerate layers or lenses, and calc-silicate layers or lenses (Thompson, 1985).
In central Massachusetts, a number of the schists, east of the Monson Gneiss, previously mapped as part
of the Partridge and Littleton Formations (Field, 1975; Tucker, 1977; Zen and others, 1983) are reinterpreted as
Rangeley Formation (Robinson and others, 1982a; Thompson, 1985; Robinson and others, 1986; Robinson and
Goldsmith, 1991). In the Monadnock area, the contact of the Rangeley Formation with the Bronson Hill sequence
to the west is an early thrust surface referred to as the Brennan Hill thrust This thrust has been traced southward
into central Massachusetts (Robinson and others, 1988; Springston, 1990) and is interpreted to follow the eastern
margin of the Monson Gneiss, probably into the area of this study (Figure 1.1). The along-strike correlation of the
pelitic schists of this area (Figure 1.1) with rocks of the Rangeley Formation, the similarity of rock types in this
area with those described for the Rangeley Formation to the north (Thompson, 1985; Robinson and others, 1988;
Springston, 1990), and the lack of similarity of the rocks in the area with other parts of the "Maine stratigraphy"
described by Thompson (1985) suggest that assignment of the petites in this study to Rangeley Formation is
reasonable.
The Rangeley Formation appears to be part of a relatively thick and extensive Early Silurian elastic wedge
formed by erosion of the Taconian highlands to the west (Hatch and others, 1983; Thompson, 1985). It lay east of
the thin shelf sequence, built on the former Bronson Hill arc. Thompson (1985) suggests that the increasing
maturity of the sediments toward the top of the Rangeley sequence in the Monadnock area suggests a gradual
transition from rapid erosion and sedimentation toward more extensive reworking of the sediments.

Francestown Formation
Very rusty-weathering, graphitic schist and calc-silicate, is exposed on the hilltop west of Dean Pond and
east of East Hill Road (Plate 2). It is shown as a thin belt, 100 meters west of the contact with the Coys Hill
Granite (Plate 2). A thin, separate belt of Coys Hill Granite is found locally along the eastern contact of this unit.
Hard-won fresh surfaces of this rock are pale gray to white in color, typical of rocks in this region that contain pale
Mg-rich biotite. Exposures of this rock type are relatively continuous along strike for several hundred meters in this
location. Other exposures of this distinct rock type were not found in this area.
Correlation and Derivation. This exposure lies directly along strike from rocks in the Ware area, assigned
to the Fitch Formation (Field, 1975). Field (1975) correlated the Fitch Formation in this area with the Francestown
Formation (Robinson and others, 1982a). The main exposures of the Fitch Formation in the Ware area are two thin
belts, just west of the Coys Hill Granite. A belt of gray-weathering sillimanite schists, commonly with relatively
large and abundant garnets, separates these two thin belts of Fitch (Francestown) Formation from each other and
from the main belt of Coys Hill Granite (Field, 1975). Field (1975) refers to this belt of gray schist as the Big
Garnet belt of the Littleton Formation. A thin unit resembling the Coys Hill Granite is commonly associated with
the Fitch (Francestown) Formation, either within it or along its western margin (Field, 1975). The lithologic and
stratigraphic similarities between the sequence in the Monson quadrangle and that in the Ware area is the basis for
correlation.
The Francestown Formation was originally described as a member of the Devonian Littleton Formation by
Greene (1970). It has since been correlated with the Silurian Fitch Formation in the Bronson Hill belt (Figure 1.4)
and with the more distal extremely sulfidic schists of the middle Wenlockian to early Ludlovian Parkman Hill
Formation (Pankiwskyj and others, 1976) in central Maine and the Silurian Smalls Falls Formation of central
Maine, New· Hampshire and Massachusetts (Robinson and others, 1982a; Hatch and others, 1983; Thompson, 1985).
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Warner Formation
The distinctive belt of gray-weathering schists east of the thin exposure of Francestown and west of the
Coys Hill in the northeast and central Monson quadrangle (Plate 2) is tentatively correlated with the lowermost
Warner Formation. The northernmost exposure of this belt is in outcrop along the northern boundary of the
Monson quadrangle. The Coys Hill Granite appears to truncate this unit just to the north (Plates 1 and 2). This belt
of gray-weathering schist is observed as far south as the Conant Brook reservoir before it is lost in an area of poor
outcrop (Plate 2).
Most exposures of this belt are very gray-weathering sillimanite-rich schists with abundant garnet Garnets
with diameters of around 1 cm are common in this belt. Two cordierite-bearing samples from this belt, M241 and
M421, contain extremely poikilitic garn_ets, up to 1 cm in diameter. Quartz is much more abundant than feldspar in
both of these samples and very coarse sillimanite, up to 1 cm in length is common. Minor phases include zircon,
apatite, graphite and ilmenite.
This rock is very similar to descriptions of the Big Garnet belt of Littleton Formation described by Field
(1975) in the Ware area, just to the west of the Coys Hill Granite and adjacent to exposures of the Francestown
Formation. More recent stratigraphic interpretations (Robinson and Goldsmith, 1991) indicate that this garnet-rich
belt probably correlates with rocks observed at the base of the Upper Silurian Warner Formation (Figure 1.4) in
central New Hampshire.
Intrusive Rocks
Deformed and metamorphosed intrusive rocks are exposed over about 15% of the map area (Plates 1 and 2,
Figure 1.7). These include, from northwest to southeast, the Hardwick Tonalite, the Gneiss of Ragged Hill, the
Coys Hill Granite and the Diorite at West Warren. All of these intrusive bodies appear to be truncated or attenuated
along the eastern margin of the shear zone in this area (Figure 1.1, Plates 1 and 2). The post-metamorphic Ware
diabase dike is also exposed in the northeast part of the Palmer quadrangle (McEnroe, 1989) (Plate 1).
Hardwick Tonalite
The Hardwick pluton is a complex of intrusive rocks, dominated by tonalite, but containing subordinate
rocks ranging in composition from diorite to granite, that extends from southern New Hampshire south to the
northern part of this study area (Figure 1.1). The dominant rock type in this complex is biotite- or hornblendebearing tonalite (Shearer, 1985). The geochemistry of the Hardwick tonalite is consistent with that of high-K, calcalkaline intrusive complexes typical in subduction zone and interplate tectonic settings (Shearer, 1985). The
Hardwick Pluton is identical to the Spaulding Quartz Diorite (Fowler-Billings, 1949; Shearer, 1985; Thompson,
1985) which has a Devonian Rb-Sr whole rock age of 393 ±5 Ma (Lyons and Livingston, 1977; Lyons and others,
1982).
Exposures of the Hardwick pluton in the map area are limited to a couple of small outcrops of
ultramylonite in the northeastern Palmer quadrangle (Plate 1, Figure 2.1) where the total width of the body is less
than 20 meters. The matrix of this rock is very fine-grained and dominated by biotite, with rounded porphyroclasts
of plagioclase, quartz and microcline. In outcrop, these porphyroclasts look like isolated pieces of stale popcorn in a
dark matrix. Other phases present are allanite and sphene. Shearer (1985) did petrographic and geochemical analyses
on a sample from this mylonite. His data shows it to be a granodiorite with composition similar, but not identical,
to the bulk of Hardwick samples. The dramatic narrowing of the Hardwick Pluton in this area and the absence of
exposures of Hardwick-like rocks to the south suggest that it is truncated or attenuated in the shear zone. The
presence of mylonites in this narrowest zone may indicate that the process of truncation or attenuation was related to
this ductile mylonite formation.
Gneiss of Ragged Hill
The Gneiss of Ragged Hill was named by Field (1975) for extensive exposures on Ragged Hill in the Ware
area (Figure 1.1). Earlier workers (Emerson, 1917; Peper, 1966; 1967; Pomeroy, 1977) described this rock as an
equigranular phase of the Coys Hill Granite. In the Ware area, the Gneiss of Ragged Hill is a plagioclase-quartz
granitic gneiss with variable amounts of K-feldspar and minor biotite, garnet, sillimanite, zircon, and oxides that
appears to cross-cut some of the adjacent stratified units (Field, 1975). In the northwest corner of the Warren
quadrangle, Pomeroy (1977) describes this unit as a plagioclase-quartz-dominated leucotonalite or granodiorite gneiss
with minor K-feldspar, biotite, garnet, and cordierite.
Where the Gneiss of Ragged Hill extends into the northeastern part of the Palmer quadrangle it has an
outcrop width of approximately 700 meters, but thins to nothing over a short distance (Plate 1). Where exposed
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outcrop, the contacts of the gneiss with the Rangeley Formation are sharp. Map relations with the Rangeley
Formation suggest that the gneiss is discordant in this area. Contacts with the adjacent Coys Hill Granite are less
distinct and intrusive relations between the two are ambiguous. In one outcrop, near the contact, a dike of Coys Hill
Granite with chilled margins, appears to cut across the Ragged Hill Gneiss.
Where this belt of gneiss is wide, it is typically a light-colored, weakly foliated plagioclase-quartz-Kfeldspar-biotite gneiss with minor garnet, sillimanite, zircon or monazite, and oxides. It is best exposed in large
rounded outcrops on the hill just east of West Warren Road, north of the intersection with Bacon Street (Plate 1). In
this area, strain is locally focused into centimeter-scale, fine-grained shear zones. The percentage of garnet and
biotite and the intensity of foliation development in the gneiss increases perceptibly in exposures on the hill
southwest of Fox Hill. The southernmost exposure of the Gneiss of Ragged Hill is a large roadcut along the northsouth stretch of Warren Street, a few hundred meters west of the Quaboag River and southwest of Devils peak (Plate
1). This outcrop is much more strongly foliated than observed elsewhere, however it is still recognizable as the
Gneiss of Ragged Hill. At the southern -end of this outcrop, the gneiss grades rather dramatically to an extremely
fine-grained ultramylonite with a few small remnant porphyroclasts of feldspar and garnet. This outcrop marks the
approximate eastern boundary of the shear zone in this area. These relationships suggest that attenuation of the
Gneiss of Ragged Hill and perhaps the other intrusive rock bodies was a product of the shearing deformation in this
area.
Coys Hill Granite
The Coys Hill Granite is a coarse-grained, weakly to strongly foliated granite gneiss with large tabular Kfeldspar phenocrysts, up to several centimeters long, in a plagioclase-quartz-biotite-garnet groundmass. The Kfeldspar megacrysts make it distinctive in the field. It occupies a NNE-SSW-trending belt, less than 500 meter
thick, across central Massachusetts from the New Hampshire border south into the Ware area (Figure 1.1) (Field,
1975; Tucker, 1977; Zen and others, 1983). This belt widens to a maximum of 1-2 km in the northern Palmer and
West Warren quadrangles (Plate 1, see also Field, 1975; Peper, 1976; Pomeroy, 1977; Zen and others, 1983). In
this widest part of the Coys Hill Granite, it is in contact to the east with diorites and tonalites of the West Warren
pluton and to the west, with stratified rocks. The contacts in this area are commonly irregular and may reflect the
original intrusive geometry (Plate l; Peper, 1976; Pomeroy, 1977). The Coys Hill narrows dramatically southward
into the Monson quadrangle (Plates 1and2) where it is typically less than 100 meters thick, trends generally northsouth, and forms the approximate eastern boundary of the shear zone in that area. The scarcity of outcrops of Coys
Hill Granite in the southern half of the Monson quadrangle makes it difficult to determine whether it forms a
discontinuous or thin continuous belt in that area. Reasons for interpreting this belt as continuous include the
presence of a few outcrops and fairly persistent loose blocks where the Coys Hill projects south along strike and the
continuity of this generally thin unit across central Massachusetts.
In the Coys Hill samples examined for this study, most of the K-feldspar megacrysts are microcline. In
strongly deformed rocks, these megacrysts or porphyroclasts are commonly rimmed by myrmekitic plagioclase-quartz
intergrowths. The matrix of the rock contains quartz, plagioclase, dark-colored, red-brown or brown biotite, deep-red
garnets, up to 7-8 mm in diameter, minor apatite, zircon, and oxides. In the Palmer and Monson quadrangles, the
Coys Hill Granite is typically strongly foliated with the K-feldspar megacrysts forming oriented, asymmetric
porphyroclasts. In a few places, particularly in the northern and central Palmer quadrangle where the belt is widest
(Plate I), the rock displays a weak foliation and K-feldspar megacrysts have a fairly random orientation. Even in
these weakly foliated samples dynamic recrystallization textures in quartz and deformation twins in plagioclase are
common.
The Coys Hill Granite is lithologically similar to and has been correlated with the Kinsman Granite that
makes up the Cardigan Pluton in New Hampshire (Field, 1975; Tucker, 1977; Thompson, 1985; Robinson and
others, 1986). The Kinsman Granite is interpreted to be an early Acadian igneous pluton (Clark, 1972; Barreiro and
Aleinikoff, 1985) that intruded in the latest Silurian or earliest Devonian. The age of the granite is based on a
413±5 Ma. Sm-Nd whole rock and garnet age (Barreiro and Aleinikoff, 1985) and a 402±19 Ma. Rb-Sr whole rock
age (Lyons and others 1982). Field observations by Tucker (1977) indicate that the Coys Hill Granite was intruded
prior to the earliest stage of Acadian folding in the Barre area.
Diorite of West Warren
Diorites and tonalites of the West Warren pluton are exposed to the east of the Coys Hill Granite in the
southern Palmer and northern Monson quadrangles (Plates 1 and 2). Norites are also described as part of this
plutonic complex in the West Warren quadrangle (Pomeroy, 1974; 1977) The pluton has its greatest areal extent in
the West Warren quadrangle (Pomeroy, 1977), just east of the Palmer quadrangle (Figure 1.1 ). These rocks were
originally described by Emerson (1917) as part of the Hardwick tonalite and later differentiated from the Hardwick by
Pomeroy (1974) on the basis of mineralogy and geochemistry.
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The rocks of the West Warren pluton in this area are typically dark-colored, strongly foliated, medium- to
fine-grained diorite or tonalite gneisses. Abundant plagioclase is typically andesine and quartz is rare or absent.
Mafic minerals include green-brown hornblende, dark-brown or red-brown to tan biotite, and pink to gray
orthopyroxene ("" 60% ferrosilite). Cummingtonite has locally replaced orthopyroxene. Deep pink iron-rich garnets
are present locally. Accessory minerals include apatite, ilmenite and minor zircon, allanite and possibly rutile. Near
the western contact of this unit high strain zones and ultramylonites ranging in thickness from a few millimeters to
several meters are common. In these high strain zones, very fine biotite and plagioclase are the dominant minerals.
Hornblende forms porphyroclasts and finely recrystallized grains, and pyroxene is absent. Cummingtonite is present
locally. Among the samples studied, garnet seems to be most common in outcrops near the western contact.
In most places where the contact between the mafic gneisses of the West Warren pluton and the Coys Hill
Granite is exposed, it appears to be a zone of high strain. It seems that the contrast in rock types across this contact
may have helped to focus deformation, making it difficult to evaluate the nature of the original contact between the
two units. In a few places, these two roek types appear to be interfmgered or display an irregular contact, at both
outcrop and map scales, suggestive of an intrusive relationship between the two. A defmitive age sequence was not
observed in this area. Intrusive relations between the two units in the West Warren quadrangle (Pomeroy, 1974)
suggest an overlap in the age of different phases of emplacment of these two plutons.
In many places, the West Warren pluton contains shear fabrics and lineations with orientations and
kinematics consistent with backfold stage deformation (see Peterson and Robinson, 1993). In one place, a discrete
backfold-stage shear zone deforms an earlier, steeper foliation in the diorite. This suggests that the West Warren
pluton was intruded relatively early in the deformational history. Although no age determinations have been made
on the West Warren Pluton, the relationships described above and those discussed by Pomeroy (1974) suggest that it
may be early Acadian (latest Silurian to earliest Devonian), similar to the Coys Hill Granite.

Ware Diabase Dike
A single northeast-southwest-trending diabase dike is exposed in the northeast part of the Palmer quadrangle
where it crosses Fox Hill. This dike was also mapped by Peper (1976) in this area, by Pomeroy (1977) in the
Warren quadrangle, and by Field (1975) to the north in the Ware area. The dike is a brown-weathering medium- to
fme-grained diabase with a straight trend and sharp contacts. It is not deformed or metamorphosed. Near its
southernmost exposure it cross-cuts the contact between the Coys Hill Granite and rusty schists and granulites of the
Rangeley Formation. This dike is part of the Ware system of diabase dikes in southern New England, thought to be
of Jurassic age (= 176 Ma), based on paleomagnetic data and a 40Ar/39 Ar age (Sutter and Smith, 1979; McEnroe,
1989). Its intrusion appears to have been related to the beginning of ocean ridge spreading in the early history of the
modem Atlantic Ocean.
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CHAPIBR3
STRUCTURAL FEATURES RELATED TO MAP INIBRPRETATION
Introduction
In southern New England, there is a fairly dramatic change in the orientation of the regional structural grain
with its locus along the eastern margin of the Monson Gneiss. This change in orientation is accompanied by
attenuation and truncation of map-scale structural features within a zone of focused shear strain, referred to here as the
Conant Brook shear zone. The purpose of this chapter is to describe and interpret structural features from within and
in the vicinity of the shear zone, from the eastern parts of the Monson and Palmer quadrangles (Plates I and 2), as
they relate to map interpretation on a local and regional scale, and to place these in a geometric and temporal
framework. These interpretations are neeessary to understand the structural history of the region during the Acadian
orogeny.
The ductile structural features in the map area (Plates I and 2) can be related to regional fabrics and
structural features produced during the Acadian orogeny, although there is also evidence for a fault that could have
formed later. As discussed earlier, Acadian structural features in central Massachusetts are a product of three main
stages of deformation: nappe stage, backfold stage and dome stage (Figure 1.5) (Robinson, I979; Robinson and
Hall, I980; Hall and Robinson, I982; Robinson and others, I982a). Most of the structural features examined for
this study were produced during the late backfold and dome stages.
A few interpreted nappe-stage major structural features project south into the map area. The North Orange
band of Monson Gneiss is a thin belt of gneiss that forms the core of a nappe-stage isoclinal anticline (Robinson,
I963; Robinson and others, I99I). This narrow belt of gneiss lies just to the east of the main body of Monson
Gneiss and extends southward from the Mount Grace area (Figure I. I) to less than I kilometer north of the north
boundary of the Palmer quadrangle (Field, I975). It appears to be truncated, just south of Ware, within the Conant
Brook shear zone. Two major thrust nappes, the Brennan Hill thrust and Chesham Pond thrust (Thompson, I985;
Robinson and others, I99I), also project south into the map area The Brennan Hill thrust follows the eastern
contact of Monson Gneiss, west of the North Orange band, and may also be exposed in the core of the Greenwich
syncline (Figure 3.I). This thrust typically juxtaposes rocks of the Merrimack belt (Figure I.4) in its hanging wall
with rocks of the Bronson Hill belt in the foot wall (Thompson, I985). In the Mount Grace area (Figure 1.1), the
North Orange Band of Monson Gneiss is interpreted to lie in the banging wall of the Brennan Hill thrust The
Chesham Pond thrust is thought to follow the western contact of the Coys Hill Granite in southern New Hampshire
and northern Massachusetts (Thompson, I985) (Figure I.I) and may project southward into the map area (Figure
3.I).
Major structural features, produced during the backfold and dome stages, pertinent to this discussion, include
the Prescott syncline, the Conant Brook shear zone, the Greenwich syncline and related folds, and the Quabbin Park
fault (Figure 3.I). The Prescott stratigraphic syncline is an early backfold-stage fold preserved in the western contact
of the Monson Gneiss (Robinson, I967b). The axial surface of the fold extends north into the Mount Grace area
(Figure I.I) where it deforms nappe-stage structural features, including the Brennan Hill thrust (Robinson and others,
I99I; Robinson, personal communication). The Conant Brook shear zone is a NNE-trending, kilometer-wide shear
zone that lies just east of the eastern contact of the Monson Gneiss in the Palmer and Monson quadrangles (Plates I
and 2, Figures I.I and 3.I). It lies along strike from the Bonemill Brook Fault and Cremation Hill shear zone, both
identified to the south in Connecticut (Pease, I982; London, I988). Minor structural features produced during
shearing within the Conant Brook shear zone have been correlated with both backfold- and dome-stage regional
fabrics (see Peterson and Robinson, I993). This suggests that the this shear zone was a major structural feature
during both the backfold and dome stages of Acadian deformation.
The Greenwich stratigraphic syncline (Walnut Hill structural anticline), the Williams Pond syncline, and
the Kempfield anticline are among a group of relatively late, upright, dome-stage folds observed across central
Massachusetts (Figure 3.2) (Zen and others, I983; Robinson and others, I99I). The asymmetry of the dominant
minor- and intermediate-scale folds observed across the region changes across the axial surfaces of these major folds
(Field, I975; Tucker, I977; Robinson and others, I982a) (Figure 3.2). The Conant Brook shear zone should fall
within a belt, characterized by dome-stage folds with a west-side-down asymmetry, east of the Athol axial surface
shown in Figure 3.2. As discussed below, the Conant Brook shear zone appears to truncate the Greenwich syncline,
suggesting that dome-stage shearing within the zone continued beyond the time of formation of these major folds.
The Quabbin Park Fault shown in Figure 3. I and Plates I and 2 was identified in the course of this
investigation on the basis of offset of metamorphic zone boundaries and stratigraphic correlations (see Peterson,
I992 - Chapter 4). The timing of motion along this proposed fault is presently unknown and could be as early as
backfold stage, synchronous with motion on the Conant Brook shear zone, or much later, after the Acadian orogeny.
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Figure 3.1. Bedrock geologic map of the Palmer and Monson quadrangles (see Figures 1.1and1.7) showing major
structural features. Stratified Ordovician-Devonian rocks of the Bronson Hill belt on this map include the Ordovician
Partridge Formation, the Silurian Clough Quartzite and the Devonian Littleton Formation in the Great Hill syncline.
Structural features shown include: GH =Great Hill syncline; G =Greenwich stratigraphic syncline; BHT =Brennan
Hill thrust; CP = Chesham Pond thrust; Q = Quabbin Parle fault. The ruled pattern represents the extent ofthe
Conant Brook shear zone.
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Figure 3 .2. Diagrammatic sketch of relationships of late dome-stage fold asymmetry across central
Massachusetts. Note the reversals in fold asymmetry across the Williams Pond Axial Surface, the Athol
Axial Surface and in the Barre area. The Conant Brook shear zone and the Ware area both fall within the
belt of dome-stage folds with west-side-down asymmetry. Modified from Tucker (1977) and Robinson
and others (1982).

This chapter includes discussion of the map-scale and minor structural features observed in the eastern parts
of the Monson and Palmer quadrangles, particularly as they relate to foIIllation of the Conant Brook shear zone.
These will be discussed in terms of their character and/or geometry, timing of formation and relevance to map
interpretation. Most of these major structural features are deformed by the Conant Brook shear zone, so discussion
of these features precedes discussion of the shear zone. Most minor structural features are associated with formation
of the Conant Brook shear zone and will be
discussed under that heading. The chapter concludes with a brief summary of the local and regional
structural history.
Nawe-stage Structural Features
Three map-scale, nappe-stage structural features, the North Orange band of the Monson Gneiss and the
Brennan Hill and Chesham Pond thrusts, may be present within the map area and deformed by the Conant Brook
shear zone (Figure 3.1). The southernmost known bedrock exposure of the North Orange band of Monson Gneiss is
found in the Ware area within a kilometer of the northern boundary of the Palmer quadrangle (Field, 1975). A
separate belt of gneiss, east of the main body of Monson Gneiss, was not observed in the Palmer and Monson
quadrangles, even in areas where the eastern Monson Gneiss contact was well exposed (Plates 1 and 2). This
suggests that the North Orange band of Monson Gneiss was truncated or severely attenuated along the western
margin of the Conant Brook shear zone. An alternate interpretation, not shown in Plate 1, is that the belt of
Monson Gneiss in the area southwest of Bacon Street (Plate 1, Figure 2.2) represents the southern extension of the
North Orange band. This requires that the Partridge schist between this belt and the main body of Monson Gneiss
on Pattaquattic Hill is not exposed or has been cut out, and that the North Orange band is not observed further south
due to truncation or poor exposure. An appealing aspect of this interpretation is that the abundant garnet and thinly
interlayered felsic gneiss and amphibolite, present in these rocks, is typical of the North Orange band along strike
(Robinson, 1963).
No evidence was found for nappe-stage offset along the projected trends of the Brennan Hill and Chesham
Pond faults within the map area. The high strain preserved in the Conant Brook shear zone during the late stages of
Acadian deformation makes it difficult to assess any effects of earlier nappe-stage deformation along these faults.
The presence of a nappe-stage thrust may be suggested by juxtaposition Rangeley FoIIllation with Partridge
Formation in the southern part of the Greenwich syncline (discussed below). The contact between them is
interpreted to be the Brennan Hill thrust (Figure 3.1).
The Prescott Syncline. Greenwich Syncline. and Ouabbin Park Fault
The eastern margin of the Monson Gneiss has a complex geometry in the vicinity of the town of Monson
(Plate 2). Between the thin easternmost belt of Monson Gneiss and the main belt of Monson Gneiss is a sequence
of rock belts that includes, from east to west, a thin layer of rusty-weathering schists and amphibolites of the
Partridge Formation, gray-weathering schists that appear to be Rangeley Formation, a second thin belt of Partridge
Formation rusty-weathering schists and amphibolites, a second, relatively thin and poorly exposed belt of Monson
Gneiss, a very thin sliver of rusty-weathering schist that may be Partridge Formation, and a thin belt of
orthoamphibole-bearing mafic and felsic gneisses of the Ammonoosuc Volcanics (Figure 3.1 and Plate 2).
The eastern part of this sequence, Monson-Partridge-Rangeley-Partridge-Monson, is correlated here with the
Greenwich syncline. The Greenwich syncline was previously interpreted to have a southward closure near the
southern border of the Palmer quadrangle (Peper, 1976; Zen and others, 1983). The correlation suggested here would
extend the Greenwich syncline south to the eastern margin of the Monson Gneiss where it is apparently truncated
(Plate 2). Poor bedrock exposure makes ground confirmation of this correlation difficult, however, the Greenwich
syncline does produce a distinct magnetic low on aeromagnetic maps for the region (U.S.G.S. Geophysical
Investigations Maps GP-617 and GP-630 for the Palmer and Monson quadrangles, respectively). This magnetic
anomaly can be distinguished as far south as the intersection of Crest Road and Brimfield Road in the Monson
quadrangle (Plate 2), 3 to 4 kilometers south of the previously mapped southern closure of the syncline and slightly
more than 2 kilometers north of the Partridge/Rangeley exposures described above. At this point the anomaly is lost
in the steep gradient in magnetic contours that marks the eastern boundary of the Monson Gneiss. This magnetic
data is not inconsistent with the map interpretation of the Greenwich syncline shown on Plates 1 and 2, however
ground magnetic work in this area may help to resolve the magnetic patterns and improve (or possibly decrease)
confidence in this interpretation.
As mentioned above, the contact between the Rangeley and Partridge Formations in this southern
Greenwich syncline sequence is interpreted to be the Brennan Hill thrust. The Rangeley Formation was thrust over
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the Partridge formation during the nappe stage, folded or overturned during the backfold stage, and then refolded
during the dome stage to form the Greenwich syncline (see discussion of structural history below). The Greenwich
syncline is defmed as a stratigraphic syncline, however it may also be a structural anticline that exposes the
overturned limb of a major backfold-stage fold in the eastern belt of Monson Gneiss (Robinson, personal
communication). Robinson (personal communication) has predicted that the Brennan Hill thrust should continue
beneath the eastern belt of Monson Gneiss, in this overturned limb and appear in the core of the Greenwich syncline.
Interpretation of the Rangeley - Partridge Formation contact as the Brennan Hill thrust in the southern part of the
Greenwich syncline is consistent with this prediction (see also Cross Section B-B' - Plate 2).
The thin belt of Ammonoosuc Volcanics, west of the Greenwich syncline and bounded to the east by a thin
belt of possible Partridge Formation and essentially surrounded by Monson Gneiss, was initially interpreted by this
author as part of the Greenwich stratigraphic syncline, separated by fault slivers from the main body of the syncline.
An alternative interpretation advocated here is that this belt of Ammonoosuc Volcanics represents the southern
extension of the Prescott stratigraphic syncline, and that it is separated from rocks to the east by a fault, referred to
here as the Quabbin Park fault (Plate 2). The fault name comes from the Quabbin Park Cemetery in the Windsor
Dam quadrangle, through which the interpreted extension of the fault runs. Identification of this fault is based in part
on offset of metamorphic isograds. Correlation of this sliver of Ammonoosuc Volcanics with the Prescott syncline
is partly based on delineation of this implied Quabbin Park fault. Unfortunately, this fault has not been identified in
outcrop. A deep linear, sediment-filled glacial valley and stream valley extends north-northwest from the eastern
boundary of the sliver of Ammonoosuc Volcanics to the southern tip of the Prescott syncline along the west margin
of the Monson Gneiss (Figure 1.1). The presence of a relatively thick layer of Ammonoosuc Volcanics along the
west limb of this syncline and the absence of any Ammonoosuc volcanics on the eastern limb might easily be
interpreted as a product of fault truncation of the east limb (see Peterson, 1992 - Chapter 4). In this case, the
Ammonoosuc Volcanics observed in the Monson Gneiss might be remnant pieces of the Prescott syncline cut out
by the inferred Quabbin Park fault.
Offset of metamorphic isograds by the Quabbin Park fault suggests that significant motion along this fault
followed the peak of Acadian metamorphism. The distribution of metamorphic facies indicate that cooler rocks are
present along the west side of the Quabbin Park fault. The apparent strike-slip offset along the fault is left lateral.
A number of possible interpretations of timing and offset are possible.
In the case of an inverted Acadian metamorphic field gradient, produced by nappe-stage transport of hot
rocks over cooler rocks (Thompson and others, 1968), the distribution of isograds could have been produced by westside-up motion across the fault, just after the peak of metamorphism. Thermal modeling would be useful to
determine whether offset of isograds would be preserved in this situation. If movement along the Quabbin Park fault
was late or post Acadian, in rocks with a "normal" metamorphic field gradient, the sense of offset should have been
some combination of west-side-down and left-lateral. If fault motion was Late Paleozoic, it might be related to the
Late Paleozoic metamorphic and deformational overprint observed in the vicinity of the Pelham Dome (Gromet and
Robinson, 1990; Robinson and Tucker, 1991).
The Conant Brook Shear Zone
At map scale, the Conant Brook shear zone is defined as a kilometer-wide zone, characterized by high shear
strain. Its western boundary is the Monson Gneiss and its eastern boundary coincides with the locus of truncation of
Acadian intrusive bodies, including the Hardwick tonalite, Gneiss of Ragged Hill, and Coys Hill Granite (Figure
3.1). A large percentage of the rocks deformed within the shear zone are pelitic schists of the Rangeley Formation
(Figure 3.1). In detail, these schists are strongly recrystallized, characterized by well developed mylonitic fabrics and
contain highly attenuated and disaggregated pegmatites or other granitic veins or dikes. Most of the minor structural
features observed in this area, related to shearing, are discussed in Peterson and Robinson (1993), however it is
important to consider some of these features in the context of map and cross-section interpretation. Both the
backfold- and dome-stage shear fabrics are well developed within the shear zone (see below), indicating that shear
zone formation spans much of the late Acadian tectonic history. Truncation of some of the major dome-stage
structural features, described above, suggests that dome-stage shearing continued beyond the time of formation of
these features. The Conant Brook shear zone will be discussed here in terms of map-scale and minor structural
feanues produced during shearing and the nature of truncation or attenuation of rock bodies or structural features
along its boundaries.
Map-sQalti'olds within the Conant Brook Shear Zone
In a few places there is good outcrop control on the map-scale folded contacts between gray- and rustyweathering schists of the Rangeley Formation within the Conant Brook shear zone (Plates 1 and 2). The asymmetry
of these folds is clockwise in map view. The best example of one of these map-scale folded contacts is in the
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northeastern Monson quadrangle, south ofFentonville and west of Old Reed Road (Plate 2). fu that area. relatively
tight, south-plunging outcrop-scale folds have the same asymmetry as the map-scale folds. The south plunge of
these clockwise folds produces a west-side-down asymmetry in cross section, consistent with the asymmetry of
dome-stage folds in the Ware area (Figure 3.2) (Field, 1975; Robinson and others, 1982a).
In several places, the contacts of the Coys Hill Granite and the West Warren Diorite, outside the shear zone,
appear folded. The apparent rotation sense of these "folds" in the contacts is variable. It is possible that some or all
of these "perturbations" of the contacts reflect irregularities in contacts produced during intrusion of the plutons.
Minor Structural Features
The dominant minor structural features discussed below are foliations, lineations and folds. A more detailed
discussion of mylonitic fabrics is found in Peterson and Robinson (1993). Most of these fabrics were formed by
shearing during formation of the Conant Brook shear zone. Orientation data for foliations and lineations are grouped
into 12 subareas (Figure 3.3). Delineation of these subareas was based primarily on similarities in the orientation of
linear data.
Planar Structural Features. Planar structural features pertinent to this study are bedding, the dominant
regional foliation, and the composite mylonitic foliation associated with formation of the shear zone. Exposures of
well preserved bedding were not observed within the shear zone, but were found in a few localities, just east of the
shear zone. This bedding is definl'!d by quartzites or quartz rich granulite layers, typically interbedded with schist. fu
two of these localities in the Monson quadrangle (Plate 2), east of the West Warren pluton, possible graded bedding
suggests that locally the rocks are right-side-up. Compositional layering between mica-rich layers and more quartzfeldspar rich layers is more common than bedding. Bedding might have originally contributed to these
compositional differences, but this is difficult to distinguish from the contribution of structural processes. Both
bedding and compositional layering are essentially parallel to the dominant foliation in the rock.
The regional foliation is defined primarily by the planar alignment of platy minerals and of linear fabric
elements and generally has a steep to moderate west dip and north-northeast strike. The dip is generally quite steep
in the vicinity of the Monson Gneiss and typically becomes shallower eastward (Field, 1975; Berry, 1989; Peper,
1976; 1977; Pomeroy, 1977; Seiders, 1976; Peper and others, 1975). fu the eastern part of the Brimfield-Sturbridge
area, the average foliation dips approximately 40° to the west (Berry, 1989). This regional westward steepening of
the dip of foliation is reflected in cross-sections A-A' and B-B' (Plate 2). This foliation has been attributed to nappestage deformation (eg. Tucker, 1977), however it is most likely a composite fabric.
Outside and east of the Conant Brook shear zone, a few discrete shear zones are observed that deform the
regional foliation. In all cases, the foliation external to the shear zone has a steeper west dip than the foliation
defining the shear zone. The character of the earlier foliation is not distinct from that of the later cross-cutting
mylonitic foliation. Similar discrete shear zones with shallower dips than the dominant foliation have also been
described by Berry (1989) in the Brimfield-Sturbridge area These discrete shear zones are similar in style and
kinematics to the backfold-stage shearing observed within the Conant Brook shear zone. The earlier fabric, cut by
these discrete shear zones, was not observed or could not be distinguished from the dominant mylonitic foliation
within the Conant Brook shear zone. The geometry of these small-scale shear zones may reflect the overall
geometry of the Conant Brook shear zone in this area. The few measurements of these earlier foliations are not
distinguished in the equal area nets of Figure 3.4.
Within the Conant Brook shear zone there is a single dominant mylonitic foliation that dips steeply west
(Figure 3.4). Detailed thin section observations suggest that this is a composite foliation produced by the low angle
intersection of anastomosing backfold- and dome-stage mylonitic foliations. These relationships are discussed in
detail in Peterson and Robinson (1993). The attitude of foliation is relatively consistent throughout the shear zone
with an average dip between 60° - 70°W (Figure 3.4). Deviations from this orientation are generally produced by
minor folds in the foliation (eg. Figure 3.4 - subarea 2). From the northern to southern part of the area the strike of
foliation changes slightly from NNE-SSW to N-S (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). In subareas 9 and 11, which include data
that was mostly collected west of the shear zone in the Monson Gneiss and Greenwich syncline, the average NNWSSE strike of foliation is distinctly different from that in rocks to the east.
Lineations. There are two dominant lineation orientations present in this region. Both are well developed
within the shear zone and both appear to be related to shearing deformation. The character and style of deformation
fabrics associated with each of these lineations is very similar. Both lineations are defined by the alignment of
coarse sillimanite needles and the stretching direction of quartz and feldspar. The earlier lineation has a relatively
consistent, steep west plunge throughout the shear zone (Figures 3.3 and 3.5). The generally later lineation
typically has a shallow plunge and a north-south or southwest trend. In the northern part of the shear zone (Plate- I,
Figures 3.3 and 3.5 - Subareas 1-5) this lineation has a very shallow north or south plunge (see also Figure 3:6). fu
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1 mile
1 km

Figure 3.3. Map showing contacts between rock units and the boundaries of structural subareas in the
Palmer and Monson quadrangles. Division of the area into twelve structural subareas was based on similarities and
differences in planar and linear structural features. The east-west dashed line marks the Palmer-Monson quadrangle
boundary. Compare with Figure 1.7 or 3.1 and Plates 1 and 2 for determination ofrock units.
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Figure 3.4. Equal area nets showing the orientation of poles to foliation for each of the subareas shown in
Figure 3.1. A best-fit great circle was determined by calculating the vector mean of the poles in each subarea. For
each subarea, closed circles are poles to foliation and the larger shaded square is the vector mean orientation of these
poles. The "best-fit" great circle that corresponds with this vector mean is also drawn. The number of data points
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Figure 3.4 continued.
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Figure 3 .5. Equal area nets showing the orientation of backfold- and dome-stage lineations for each of the subareas
shown in Figure 3.1. Solid circles represent the orientation of backfold-stage lineations and open squares represent
the orientation of dome-stage lineations. The "best fit" great circle for each subarea, from Figure 3.4, is plotted for
reference. The number of data points for each phase of lineation development is shown at the bottom right of each
net. The vector mean orientation of the backfold- and dome-stage lineations are given to the lower left of each net
(B = backfold stage mean and D =dome-stage mean).
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Figure 3.6. Map of area south of Bacon Street in the northeast part of the Palmer quadrangle showing the
distribution of representative lineation orientations. This map covers approximately the same area as the map in
Figure 2.1. The area includes most of structural domains 2 and 3 (see Figure 3.1). Note that the backfold and domestage lineations in this area are nearly orthogonal. Patterned rock units include: M - Monson Gneiss (dark
shading); G - gray-weathering schist of the Rangeley Formation (no pattern); R - sulfidic rusty-weathering schist of
the Rangeley Formation (light shading); H - Hardwick Pluton (horizontal rule); RH - Gneiss of Ragged Hill
(diagonal rule).
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the southern part of the shear zone (Plate 2, Figures 3.3 and 3.5 - Subareas 6-12) the lineation trend is more
typically toward the south or southwest (see also Figure 3.7). Both lineations are present throughout the shear zone
and partitioning between the two occurs at a variety of scales. Both are commonly observed in the same outcrop. fu
the northern part of the area, the two lineations are nearly orthogonal (Figures 3.5 and 3.6), whereas in the southern
part of the area, the angle between the two is smaller, but still distinct (Figures 3.5 and 3. 7).
The presence of these two distinct lineations within the shear zone suggests that either strain was strongly
partitioned within the shear zone or that there was more than one phase of shearing deformation. The style,
orientation, and timing relations to metamorphism of these two lineations are very similar to the two dominant
lineations observed across central Massachusetts. The steep west-plunging lineation in the shear zone appears to be
correlative with the regional east-west trending backfold-stage lineation and the north-south-trending lineation within
the shear zone seems to correlate well with the regionally pervasive, north-south-trending dome-stage lineation.
These correlations suggest that the Conant Brook shear zone was produced by more than one phase of deformation.
A more detailed discussion of the character of these two lineations, their relationship to each other and to the
dominant foliation and their correlation to regional fabrics is found in Peterson and Robinson (1993).
Kinematic Indicators. Kinematic indicators produced by shearing within the Conant Brook shear zone
include asymmetric tails on porphyroclasts, shear bands, and asymmetric minor folds. These kinematic indicators
give a remarkably consistent sense of shear throughout the zone. The sense of shear associated with the steep westplunging lineation and backfold-stage fabrics is west-over-east and that associated with the north-south lineation and
dome-stage fabrics is west-side-north.
The small-scale shear zones, described above, have a foliation geometry consistent with a west-over east
sense of motion. These typically also contain a steep west-plunging mineral lineation and kinematic indicators that
suggest the same sense of shear. These discrete shear zones have been previously identified as backfold-stage
structural features (eg. Finkelstein, 1987; Berry, 1989), consistent with the interpretations made here for the Conant
Brook shear zone.
Minor Folds. Minor folds are present throughout the area of this study. The scale and style of minor folds
is variable. In pelitic schists, folds are most evident in layers that have a slight difference in competence from the
surrounding schist In thin section, these folds are most commonly preserved in quartz ribbons, whereas at outcrop
scale, folds are displayed in pegmatitic or granitic veins or lenses or in quartzite, granulite or calc-silicate layers. The
style of these folds ranges from tight and locally chaotic intrafolial folds to more open asymmetric folds. In some
examples, these folds can be seen to have curving hinge lines. Within the Monson Gneiss, near its eastern contact
just south of Bacon Street (Plate 1, Figures 2.1 or 3.6) spectacular folds are preserved in amphibolite layers within
the dominantly felsic gneiss. Most of these folds are moderate to tight similar style folds with moderately to steeply
plunging, curved hinge lines.
Few folds are observed within the intrusive units in this area, except within ultramylonites, where
intrafolial folds and sheath folds in wispy remnants of quartz ribbons are locally observed in thin section. These
folds appear to be a product of shearing and have asymmetries consistent with other kinematic indicators in the rock.
Within the shear zone, backfold- and dome-stage structural fabrics are similar in character and style of
deformation and share essentially the same foliation (see Peterson and Robinson, 1993), making it difficult to
determine the timing of fold formation. The consistent shear sense associated with these two phases of deformation
throughout the area might suggest that folds with a west-over-east rotation sense were associated with backfold-stage
deformation and folds with a west-side-north sense were produced during dome stage. This assumption is a bit risky
in these sheared rocks with curving hinge lines, where the fold axes may be parallel to the lineation direction.
As noted above, the Conant Brook shear zone lies within a belt that is along strike from the Ware area
(Field, 1975), in which dome-stage folds typically have a west-side-down asymmetry (Figure 3.2). The map pattern
for folds of this asymmetry should be clockwise if they plunge south and counterclockwise if they plunge north.
Although some minor folds with this west-side-down rotation sense are present in the shear zone, the majority of
those measured (Figure 3.8) have the opposite rotation sense. These folds, measured across the area, fall on a great
circle that approximates the average foliation surface within the shear zone. The separation angle between folds of
the opposite rotation sense suggests that the movement line is steep and consistent with a west-over-east shear sense
(Figure 3.8). These kinematics are similar to those interpreted for backfold-stage shearing in the area, suggesting
that the dominant minor folds in the area were produced during backfold stage deformation. These folds appear
distinctly different from the dome-stage folds described in the Ware area (Field, 1975) the map scale folds, described
above.
The folds in the Monson Gneiss, in the area southwest of Bacon Street (Figure 3.6, Plate 1), have a westside-north rotation sense and relatively steeply plunging, curved hinge lines. fu a few places, the variation in hinge
orientation is easily measured and an earlier(?) lineation appears to wrap around these folds. Although no separation
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Figure 3.7. Map of Conant Brook area, central Monson and southern Palmer quadrangles, showing the distribution
of representative lineation orientations. Representative contacts between rock units are shown for reference (see
Figure 1.7 and Plates 1 and 2). Note that the angle between backfold- and dome-stage lineations in this area is
generally not orthogonal The lineations shown on this map are from domains 6 - 12. A few orientations measured
along the western margin of the Monson Gneiss are also shown.
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Figure 3.8. Equal area diagram showing orientation of asymmetric folds with rotation sense measured in the Conant
Brook shear zone. The only folds plotted are those for which both a clear rotation sense and relatively accurate fold
axis orientation could be determined. The approximate best-fit great circle shown is approximately parallel to the
average foliation orientation for the area The method of Hansen (1971) for determining the movement line using
the separation angle between folds of opposite rotation sense can be used for this data if all of the folds formed at the
same time. If the movement line falls within the angle of separation for this data (ruled area), it would have a steep,
west-plunge and indicate a west-side-up motion.
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angle could be determined for these folds, the intersection of their axial surface with the plane containing the folded
lineation should give a reasonable estimate of the movement line of the folds, provided the lineation was deformed
by the folding (eg. Hansen, 1971). The data for one of these folds is plotted in Figure 3.9. The orientation of a
strong feldspar stretching lineation can be measured on the surface of the folded layer, around the fold. These
lineations fall on a steeply east-dipping great circle (Figure 3.9). The intersection of the plane containing the
lineations with the fold axial plane has a shallow north plunge, consistent with the transport direction indicated by
the dome-stage stretching lineations observed in this general area (Figures 3.3, 3.5 - Subarea 2 and Figure 3.6). This
shallow movement line and the west-side-north rotation sense of these folds in the Monson Gneiss suggest that they
are dome-stage folds. The folded lineations may have formed as an early product of dome-stage deformation, prior to
folding.
Truncation of Nappe-stage Structural Features
The southernmost exposures of the North Orange band of Monson Gneiss are either just north of the
Palmer quadrangle boundary or within the Palmer quadrangle in the area southwest of Bacon Street (Figure 1.1, Plate
1). No evidence of this belt is found further to the south. This may indicate that the North Orange band of Monson
Gneiss is truncated along the eastern contact of the main body of Monson Gneiss and western margin of the shear
zone. If the contact between the Rangeley and Partridge Formations within the Greenwich syncline in the Monson
quadrangle (Plate 2) is the Brennan Hill thrust, then it also appears to be truncated along the western margin of the
shear zone.
Truncation of Units within the Rangeley Fotmation
Within the Rangeley Formation, contacts were mapped, where possible, between dominantly grayweathering and dominantly rusty-weathering schists. This was most successful in the area of excellent bedrock
exposure south of Bacon Street in the northeast Palmer quadrangle (Plate 1, Figure 2.1). In that area, the orientation
of thin interlayers of rusty- and gray-weathering schist is slightly oblique to the strike of the dominant foliation and
of the shear zone. There is a consistent clockwise rotation from the orientation of the shear zone to the orientation
of these mapped contacts. At least one of these interlayered schists appears to truncate against the eastern contact of
the Monson Gneiss. South of this area, the outcrop control is not so good, but the distribution of gray- and rustyweathering schists seems to be in broad to narrow belts with a strike that is slightly oblique and clockwise to the
strike of the shear zone. Poor exposure makes this a tenuous interpretation.
Truncation of Intrusive Bodies
The intrusive bodies in this area, the Hardwick Pluton, the Gneiss of Ragged Hill, and the Coys Hill
Granite, all appear to be truncated or attenuated along the eastern margin of the Conant Brook shear zone. The
Hardwick Pluton, which is 4 - 5 kilometers wide in the Ware area (Figure 1.1) narrows dramatically southward into
the Palmer quadrangle. At its southwestemmost exposure, it forms a fine-grained mylonite or ultramylonite less
than 20 meters thick. On the map, the Hardwick pluton is interpreted to be truncated or attenuated to nothing just
south of these last exposures. Similarly, the Gneiss of Ragged Hill is very narrow at its southern extent (Plate 1).
The southernmost exposure of this unit is a long roadcut that grades southward from a strongly foliated gneiss to an
ultramylonite. This unit is also interpreted as truncated just to the south of this exposure. In detail, the Gneiss of
Ragged Hill grades both southward and eastward into ultramylonite in this outcrop. This suggests that the eastern
margin of the Conant Brook shear zone is complex, perhaps due to multiple phases of shearing within the zone.
The north-northeast trend of the Coys Hill Granite is oblique to the trend of the shear zone in the Palmer
and northern Monson quadrangles. In the southern part of the Monson quadrangle, it changes strike to a more
northerly direction and follows the eastern margin of the shear zone (Plate 2). South of this change in strike, the
Coys Hill Granite appears to become very thin or discontinuous. Where the western contact of the Granite is
exposed, it appears to be highly sheared.
Truncation of the Greenwich and Prescott Synclines
The map pattern in the Monson quadrangle (Plate 2) suggests that the Greenwich syncline, and possibly the
Prescott syncline, are truncated along the western boundary of the shear zone. Although poorly exposed in this area,
the eastern belt of Monson Gneiss narrows to less than 100 meters wide in the area west of the Conant Brook
Reservoir and may be truncated further south. The other units within the Greenwich and Prescott synclines do not
show this dramatic thinning, but the overall trend of the Greenwich syncline in this area is oblique to the trend of the
shear zone.
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Figure 3.9. Equal area diagram showing fold axis and lineation data from one fold in the Monson Gneiss, just west
of the contact with schist in the area south of Bacon Street (see Figure 2.1 for location). Closed circles are fold
hinge orientations for a single fold. Open squares are the orientations of a quartz-feldspar stretching lineation
measured around this fold (see text). The best fit great circle to the fold hinge data is the axial plane of the fold. The
intersection of this plane with the plane containing the folded lineations gives a shallow north-plunging movement
line (Trend/Plunge= 353, 09) (see text for discussion).
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Timing of Truncations
Significant truncations of rock bodies appear to be focussed along or near the eastern and western margins of
the main shear zone in this area. Features apparently truncated along the western margin of the shear zone include
the Brennan Hill thrust, layering in the Rangeley Folillation within the shear zone, the Greenwich syncline, and
possibly the Prescott syncline. The Brennan Hill thrust might accomplish some of the western truncation of units
within the Rangeley Formation, but it is too old to account for truncation of backfold- and dome-stage structural
features. Nappe-stage deformation along the Chesham Pond thrust, might contribute to attenuation and truncation of
the Coys Hill Granite along the eastern margin of the shear zone. However, the association of high strain zones
and/or ultramylonites with the southern and western attenuation of these intrusive bodies suggests that much of this
attenuation took place while the shear zone was active.
The map pattern of attenuation of these intrusive bodies into the shear zone is reminiscent of the pattern of
the classic shear zones described by Ranisay and Graham (1970). The cross section interpretation of this pattern of
curvature is consistent with backfold-stage, west-side-up motion across the shear zone (Plate 2), however, the map
view pattern of curvature is not consistent with dextral, west-side-north motion across the shear zone during the
dome stage. This might indicate that most of the attenuation along the eastern margin of the shear zone was
accomplished before the dome stage.
The apparent truncation of the Greenwich stratigraphic syncline by the Conant Brook shear zone suggests
that shearing within the zone outlasted formation of the dome-stage Greenwich syncline. It is possible that the
Greenwich syncline and related upright dome-stage folds helped to accommodate the initial right-lateral, strike-slip
motion that was focused within the Conant Brook shear zone during the dome stage.
Structural History
A possible scenario for the development of structural features observed within the map area (Plates 1 and 2)
and the Conant Brook shear zone is illustrated schematically in the sequence of retro-deformed cross sections of
Figure 3.10. Construction of these schematic cross sections (Figures 3.10 and 3.11) was based on the cross sections
A - A' and B - B' (Plate 2) and fashioned after the retro-deformed cross sections shown by Robinson and others
(1991) for the Mount Grace area.
The two major guidelines used in constructing cross sections A - A' and B - B' (Plate 2) were the observed
dip of planar fabrics and geometry of small scale shear zones. Observations across this region indicate that foliation
and other planar structural features dip steeply to the west, but have a progressively shallower dip toward the east,
away from the contact with Monson Gneiss (Zen and others, 1983; Field, 1975; Berry, 1989; Peper, 1976; 1977;
Pomeroy, 1977). As discussed above, the small-scale shear zones, outside the Conant Brook shear zone, display a
west dip that is typically shallower than the external, steeply west-dipping fabric that they deform. Consistent with
this geometry, the Conant Brook shear zone is interpreted to have a slightly shallower west dip than external fabrics
(Plate 2 - Cross sections A - A' and B - B'; Figure 3.11). With this geometry structures east of the Monson Gneiss
project into the cross sections along a gently south-plunging line and structures west of the shear zone (Monson
Gneiss and related rocks) project into the cross section along a gently north-plunging line.
Map-scale folds from within the shear zone are projected into the cross sections along a south-plunging
line, generally parallel to the orientation of the fold hinges and dome-stage lineations. A consequence of this
projection is that the enveloping surfaces to the gray-/ rusty-weathering schist contacts within the shear zone are
east dipping.
The cross sections (Figure 3.10 and Plate 2) reflect the following interpretation of the structural history.
Initial Acadian deformation during the nappe stage produced large-scale, west-transported fold nappes. The
easternmost nappe in Figure 3.lOa represents the North Orange band of Monson Gneiss. These fold nappes were cut
by thrust nappes with continued westward transport (Figure 3.1 Ob). One of these, the Brennan Hill thrust, carried
the North Orange fold nappe westward and, in some places, juxtaposed rocks of the Rangeley and Partridge
Formations. During the early backfold stage, rocks in the Bronson Hill anticlinorium began to uplift, relative to the
Merrimack synclinorium. At this time, the main body of Monson Gneiss was transported northward in the core of a
large fold (Figure 3.lOc). This produced the Prescott stratigraphic syncline and the overturned stratigraphic section
observed in the Mount Grace area (Figure 1.1). Oblique collision might have caused the main body of Monson
Gneiss rocks to "squeeze" north as rocks in the Bronson Hill anticlinorium began to uplift.
With continued uplift, the rocks began to overturn to the east and the Conant Brook shear zone was initiated along a
zone of focused strain, on the overturned limb of this major structure (Figure 3.lOd). The west-side-up direction of
transport recorded within the shear zone is consistent with this backfold-stage westward transport. During backfoldstage deformation, the Conant Brook shear zone may have truncated or attenuated the North Orange band of Monson
Gneiss and Brennan Hill thrust along its west margin and the Acadian intrusive bodies along its east
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Figure 3.10. East-west retrodeformed cartoon cross sections through the south-central Massachusetts showing the
possible sequence of development of major structures. Monson Gneiss = stippled; Bronson Hill belt cover =dashed
pattern; Merrimack belt strata= unpatterned; Acadian plutons = x' s. a) Fold nappe stage: development of North
Orange nappe. b) Thrust nappe stage: development of Brennan Hill thrust c) Early backfold stage: beginning of
uplift in Bronson Hill anticlinorium and northward transport (perpendicular to plane of section) and overturning of
Monson Gneiss. This produced the overturned stratigraphic section observed to the north of the main body of
Monson Gneiss (Robinson, 1963; Robinson and others, 1991) and the Prescott stratigraphic syncline. d) Late
backfold stage: continued uplift and eastward overturning of the Bronson Hill anticlinorium. Focused deformation
on underside of this overturning structure initiates west-side-up motion on the Conant Brook shear zone and
truncation of earlier structures and intrusive bodies. Formation of the Quabbin Park fault (QPF) is shown at this
time with a west-side-up motion, however motion on this fault could be much later and with a different sense of
motion. e) Dome stage: formation of upright structural anticlines and synclines in response to dextral strike-slip
motion (perpendicular to plane of section) on the Conant Brook shear zone. Folds include the Williams Pond
structural syncline (WPS), the Kempfield and Walnut Hill structural anticlines (KA and WHA) and the Greenwich
stratigraphic syncline.
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margin. In Figure 3.lOd, movement along the Quabbin Park fault is shown with a west-side-up, reverse sense of
motion and synchronous with backfold-stage shearing in the Conant Brook shear zone. The fault follows and
truncates the Prescott syncline and hides the root zone for the earlier backfold-stage fold that carried the main body of
Monson Gneiss northward. If the Quabbin Park fault is interpreted to be a later-formed structural feature, the sense
of offset on the fault might be different, but the gross geometry shown in Figure 3.10 would be similar.
Shearing within the Conant Brook shear zone continued from backfold to dome stage, but with a shift in
the direction of transport from an east-west dip-slip motion to a north-south strike-slip motion, parallel to the
orogen (Figures 3.10 d and e). The large-scale, upright, dome-stage folds, including the Greenwich stratigraphic
syncline (Figure 3.2), may have formed during the early dome stage in response to dextral motion along the Conant
Brook shear zone. Truncation of the Greenwich syncline by the Conant Brook shear zone suggests that shearing
continued beyond this folding event (Figure 3.lOe). The belt of Rangeley Formation found within the Greenwich
syncline (Plate 2) may have initially been thrust over the Partridge Formation along the Brennan Hill thrust during
the nappe stage (Figure 3. lOb), overturned on the underside of the main body of Monson Gneiss in the early backfold
stage (Figure 3.lOc), deformed within the shear zone during the later backfold stage (Figure 3.lOd), folded into the
Greenwich syncline, a structural anticline, and finally isolated by continued dome-stage shearing (Figure 3.lOe).
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CONCLUSIONS
An important contribution of this study was to produce the bedrock map for the area shown on Plates 1 and
2, that embraces new concepts of stratigraphy and structural geology in the region and incorporates petrologic
observations. The following are more specific conclusions of this investigation.
1. Most of the stratified rock, east of the Monson Gneiss in this area has been identified as part of the
Lower Silurian Rangeley Formation. A thin discontinuous belt of very rusty calc-silicate granulite in the Monson
quadrangle has been correlated with the Middle Silurian Francestown Foxmation. Just east of this belt of
Francestown Formation, a distinctive belt of graphitic, garnet-sillimanite-rich schists has been tentatively correlated
with the lower part of the Upper Silurian Warner Formation.
2. Previously unrecognized belts of the Late Ordovician Ammonoosuc Volcanics and Partridge Formation
have been identified along the eastern margin of the Monson Gneiss in the vicinity of the town of Monson,
Massachusetts. Previously unrecognized slivers of Ammonoosuc Volcanics were also mapped between the Monson
Gneiss and Partridge Formation in the Greenwich syncline within the Palmer quadrangle.
3. The exposures of the Partridge Formation in the Monson quadrangle have been interpreted as the
southern extension of the Greenwich syncline. The thin belt of Ammonoosuc Volcanics in the Monson quadrangle
may be a sliver from the Prescott syncline.
4. A kilometer-wide shear zone has been recognized in rocks just east of the Monson Gneiss, extending
north-south along strike for the length of the field area Deformation in this zone may be correlative with that in the
Bonemill Brook and Cremation Hill faults identified along strike in Connecticut.
5. There are two distinct stretching lineations preserved within this shear zone, each associated with a
separate set of mylonitic fabrics. One of these lineations plunges steeply west throughout the zone and has been
correlated with the regional backfold-stage fabrics. The other has a shallow north-south or southwest plunge and has
been correlated with regional dome-stage fabrics. These two lineations are very similar. Both are defined by coarse,
prismatic sillimanite and the elongation direction of stretched quartz and feldspar. Kinematic indicators associated
with the steep west-plunging, backfold-stage lineation give a consistent west-over-east shear sense and those
associated with the shallow, dome-stage lineation have a consistent west-side-north sense of motion throughout the
area

6. The two lineations are nearly orthogonal in the northern part of the study area. In the southern part of
the area the backfold-stage lineation maintains its steep west plunge, but the dome-stage lineation changes its
orientation from a gentle south or north plunge to a slightly steeper southwest plunge so that the angle between the
two lineations is less than 90°.
7. Fabric overprinting relationships suggest that the backfold-stage fabrics are generally older than the
dome-stage lineations, but the reverse timing relationships are also observed, indicating some overlap in the age of
these two phases of deformation.
8. Both backfold- and dome-stage shearing deform all mineral phases that are part of the peak metamorphic
assemblage and shearing fabrics preserve dynamic recrystallization textures. This indicates that both phases of
deformation outlasted the peak of metamorphism.
9. There is a difference between the orientation of each of these two lineations and the dominant orientation
of quartz c-axes. The backfold-stage lineation is nearly orthogonal to the dominant orientation of quartz c-axes in the
same rock. In rocks with the dome-stage lineation, the lineation orientation and the dominant orientation of quartz caxes are nearly parallel. A possible interpretation of these relationships is that the dominant direction of slip in
quartz during backfold-stage deformation was in the prism plane parallel to the a-axis and during the dome-stage the
dominant direction was also in the prism plane, but parallel to the c-axis.
10. Prism slip in quartz is typically only active in quartz at temperatures greater than 600 - 700°C at
around 6 kbar. If this interpretation is correct, it suggests that both phases of deformation took place at relatively
high temperature conditions.
11. Evidence of c-slip in quartz has rarely been reported in naturally deformed rocks. The cases that have
been reported were from relatively hot, dry rocks. This may be one of the first reported cases of c-slip in hot and
relatively dry rocks.
12. The transition between backfold- and dome-stage deformation in this area seems to be a relatively rapid
and progressive change.
13. The boundary between metamorphic zones V and VI is approximately coincident with the eastern
margin of the shear zone. Zone VI is characterized by the presence of cordierite-garnet-biotite-sillimanite-K-feldspar
in pelitic schists. Zone V has a similar assemblage, but without cordierite.
14. The chemistry of garnet and biotite from the zone V assemblage rocks within the shear zone is
intermediate between that of previously studied rocks from zones V and VI. This relationship can best be seen in the
pyrope content of garnet and in the Ti vs. Mg/(Mg+Fe) in biotite.
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15. In both zones V and VI, garnet and biotite show evidence of retrograde zoning, primarily by localized
ion exchange. The garnets show discontinuous rim zoning and the matrix biotite typically has a well of higher
Mg/(Mg+Fe) near garnets. This suggests that intergranular diffusion may have been limited by a scarcity of fluids.
The pattern of garnet zoning is slightly different between rocks of the two zones suggesting that intergranular
diffusion was slightly more efficient in the zone V rocks of the shear zone than in zone VI. Previously described
garnets from zone V show much more continuous rim zoning than was observed in the samples from the shear zone.
16. Diffusion modeling indicates that garnet-biotite thermometry may significantly underestimate peak
temperature conditions in rock in which Fe-Mg exchange is the dominant retrograde process and matrix diffusion is
infinitely fast. The limited matrix diffusion in these rocks indicated by the zoning patterns in biotite and garnet
suggests that temperature calculations in relatively large garnets may be fairly robust.
17. Some constraints on the rate of cooling of the high-grade rocks in this area resulted as an outgrowth of
diffusion modeling done to evaluate the accuracy of garnet-biotite thermometry. The data from this study suggest
very generally that cooling rates were probably slower than about 50°/m.y..
18. Temperatures calculated from zone V samples within the shear zone and zone VI rocks to the east
suggest that there is no consistent difference between these samples and that temperatures consistent with zone VI
conditions persist as far west as the eastern contact of Monson Gneiss.
19. The above conclusions suggest that the absence of cordierite in the zone V rocks within the shear zone
may be due to slight differences in the efficiency of intergranular diffusion rather than differences in temperature.
This may reflect an increased availability of fluids, such as H20, within the shear zone or an enhanced mobility of
fluids due to shearing.
20. The relatively dry conditions present during deformation of these rocks may have been important to
the extensive preservation of dynamic recrystallization textures.
21. Based on temperature-pressure calculations, study of phase relations, and detailed observation of
assemblages in felsic gneisses, amphibolites and a gedrite gneiss within the eastern part of the Monson Gneiss, it
appears that zone V conditions persist west across the eastern part of the Monson Gneiss in the north part of the
study area, but rocks with characteristics of zone IV or less are juxtaposed against zone V rocks within the shear zone
in the south part of the study area. The dis1ribution of metamorphic facies and rock types in this southern area
suggests that there may be a late metamorphic fault that offsets the zone boundaries.
21. A tectonic model is proposed here in which uplift of the Bronson Hill basement, west of this area,
during the backfold stage produced the west-over-east sense of motion that is persistent across this region. The uplift
of this relatively hot and weak basement was halted during the late stages of collision by a combination of excess
thickening, decreased convergence and oblique collision. This may have produced a change in the maximum
extension direction from near vertical during the backfold stage to near horizontal and parallel to the orogen during
the dome stage. This type of kinematic model is consistent with a relatively rapid and progressive change from
backfold to dome stage.
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APPENDIX
LOCATION MAPS SHOWING THE LOCATIONS OF SAMPLES COLLECTED FROM THE PALMER AND
MONSON QUADRANGLES.
The detailed locations of samples collected from the Palmer and Monson 7.5' quadrangles are shown as
numbered spots on the portions of the topographic base maps reproduced on the following pages. The two 1:24,000
topographic maps were divided into ninths and a key to the pieces used is given below. The locations of samples in
the area south and west of Bacon Street (Bacon Street area) in the NE Palmer quadrangle are also shown on an
enlarged map of that area.
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PLATE 1. BEDROCK GEOLOGIC MAP,
EASTERNPARTOFTHEPALMER
QUADRANGLE
EXPLANATION OF MAP UNITS
STRATIFIED ROCKS
Warner Formation

EJ

graphitic quartz-onhoclase-plagioclase-biotite-sillimanite-garnet

± cordierite schist; characterized by abundant and/or large garnets.
Francestown Formation

@]

sulfidic, graphitic quartz-plagioclase calc-silicate granulite.

Rangeley Formation
SILURIAN

EJ
8

sulfidic quartz-plagioclase-biotite-plagioclase-orthoclase-sillimanitegamet ± cordierite schist Locally contains quartzite, calc-silicate, or
quartz-plagioclase-biotite-gamet granulite. 'c' indicates quartz-pebble
or grit lens or layer.
0

graphitic quartz-plagioclase-biotite-orthoclase-sillimanite-gamet
schist. Locally contains quartzite, calc-silicate or quartz-plagioclasebiotite-gamet granulite. 'c' indicates quartz-pebble or grit lens or layer.

Partridge Formation
sulfidic quartz-plagioclase-biotite-orthoclase-sillimanite-garnet
schist. Typically contains lenses or layers of hornblendeplagioclase-biotite ± garnet amphibolites and rare felsic volcanics.

Ammonoosuc Volcanics
interlayered gedrite- or cummingtonite-quartz-plagioclase felsic
gneisses, and coarse gedrite-quartz-sillimanite-cordierite-biotitestaurolite mafic gneisses.

LATE
·ORDOVICIAN

Monson Gneiss
quartz-plagioclase-biotite ±hornblende felsic gneiss, locally
interlayered with fine-grained hornblende amphibolite. Garnet is
present locally near contacts. Locally dominated by medium- to
coarse-grained hornblende gneiss.

INTRUSIVE ROCKS
Ware Diabase dike
EARLY
JURASSIC

{~

dark-colored, fine-grained, brown-weathering diabase.

Hardwick Tonalite

~

dark-colored, strongly foliated plagioclase-quartz-biotite
±hornblende tonalite exposed as a mylonite or ultramylonite.

Gneiss of Ragged Hill

EJ
DEVONIAN

light-colored, weakly to strongly foliated quartz-plagioclase-biotiteK-feldspar-garnet ± sillimanite gneiss. Local zones of mylonite
or ultramylonite.

Coys Hill Granite

~

strongly to weakly foliated q.uartz-plagioclase-biotite-microclinegarnet porphyritic granite with microcline megacrysts.

Diorite at West Warren

El

dark-colored, strongly foliated, medium- to fine-grained plagioclasehornblende-onhopyroxene-biotite ± garnet± quartz diorite or tonalite
gneiss. Locally fine-grained zones of mylonite or ultramylonite.
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BEDROCK EXPOSURE
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() supplemental outcrop from Peper (1976; 1977)
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geologic contact

- - - - - - - - - - - ······· · · ·· · ·· high angle fault;
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A' location of cross section

A

STRUCTURAL SYMBOLS
PLANAR FEATURES

"I
"(

strike and dip of bedding or
compositional layering.
strike and dip of foliation.

LINEAR FEATURES
trend and plunge of mineral lineation,
typically defined by coarse sillimanite
needles or quartz rods.
trend and plunge of minor fold axis,
with rotation sense indicated
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